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A new study of the Permian echinoderms of Western Australia included field collection and

rested) of several earlier collections. Significant morphologic and stratigraphic details arc

provided about previously described Laxa. New taxa arc the crinoids; Neocamptocriiuis

barrahiddyensi\\N,millyitensis,StotnitHrinusmerlinieighens:s,Neoplaiycn

sis, N. miamiaensis, Wrightocrinus woorameiensis, Luocrmus patisus, L. protubeians.

Lampodosocrinus variabilis, Cosmetoerinus? middalyaensis, Spheniscocrinusauslralis, Min-

ifyacrinus ivilliowhuryeiiMs, Texacrinus gOQChenSXS, 7' hardnvviensis, T. goxrovnensis,

GaUiteacrinus austrabs, Cymbiocntius cherrabwuntis. Jimbucnmts donnelh- >

Bunst h\r y ciinwrvoiu-nsis and ihe blastoids Neoschism >"n, and Rhopaloblastus

cuspkfus and the stellarnid Monaster wleyL Fchinoid remains are recorded for the first time

in the Permian or Western Auslralia. Ranges of several Carboniferous crinoids arc extended

into the Permian, including acoelocnnid and pentameric stem-bearing forms. The youngest

Palaeozoic crinoids known are described from the Tatarian Hardman Forman on ol ihe Canning

Basin.

Echinoderms in Ihe Callythara Formation include 16camcrales. 37 inadunates, and 1 flexible

among the crinoids, 5 blastoids, and 1 echmoid. Younger Permian strata yielded 3 carnc rates,

12 wadunates. 1 blasluid. and 1 starfish. Lineage!:, of Ntu< ampfuennus. NeOplarycrinKS,

Texacrinus, Jimbacrinus, Tap'tnocrinus, and Stomiochnus art recognised and of&f pOt<

far ad dhional correlation of Permian strata, throughout Western Australia. palacirtU

Crinoidi-. Permian* WestemAwnra

Gan-D. Webster, Department of Geology, Washington Stole University, FuHman
99164 -2SI2. USA; Peter A. Jell, Queensland Museum. PO Box 3300, South Brisbane,

nd4Wi; IGDecember, 1991

hchinoderms from the Permian of Western Noonkanbah and Hardman Formations of the

Australia were first reeorded from crinoid stems Canning Basin but principally derive from the

by Foord (1890) who described them from Ihe Carnarvon Basin where the Caliytharra Formal ion

Gascoyne River bed and by Etheridge (1903) who has yielded the most prolific echinoderm fauna,

reported an endophytic fungal infestation of some Permian geology and stratigraphy of Western

ennoid columnals from the northern Carnarvon Australia has been detailed through the regional

Basin. Teichert (1949, 1954) and Webster (1987, mapping efforts, since the late 1940s, of the

1990) on crinoids, Breimcr & Macurda (1972) on Bureau of Mineral Resources and the Geological

blastoids and Kesling (1969) on starfish provide Survey of Western Australia in the 1:250,000

ihe only detailed works on the fauna to date; geological map scries of the BMR. These results

Teichert (1951) gave a useful summary of the owe some of their success to earlier reeonuais

t an rta as he knew it then. This paper describes new sance work of several people but in the context ol

crinoids and blastoids as well as providing much Permian paUcODtoli thai of 1 cichert was most

new information on known species and recording significant. He contributed numerous papers and

echinoid remains for the first time. Fossil reports but none more significant than his

echinoderms are known from the Permian of the landmark study (Teichert, 1949) on the BtiDDid

Perth, Carnarvon (previously referred to as the Calceotispongla and biostratigraphic utility of its

Northwest Basin and Canning Basins with the distinctive species. This work provided an in-

oldest occurring in the Sakmarian to Artinskian of trabasinal biostratigraphic scheme for the Carnar-

thc Carnarvon Basin and the youngest in the von Basin which remains virtually unchanged

Tatarian of the Canning Basin. Echinoderm fossils today . Studies of the Ammonoidea (several papers

with herein include a crinoid cup from the listed in Quilty, 1975) have been used to provide

Fossil Cliffs Formation of the Perth Basin, and a an international correlation Summaries of the

lew crinoid and blastoid specimens from the geology and stratigraphy were provided by the
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Geological Survey of Western Australia (Playford

et aL, 1975), for the Carnarvon Basin by Condon
(1954, 1967), and for the Canning Basin by
Veevers & Wells (1961). Wehave confined our
study to palaeontology and relied heavily upon
these earlier works as a framework within which
to place our findings. A generalised locality map
and stratigraphic columns of the Carnarvon and
Canning Basins were given in Webster (1990).

PRESERVATION

At Callytharra Springs most echinoderm
material is disarticulated except for microcrinoids,

microblastoids, and pleuricolumnal sections of

stems. A few exceptions of articulated cups of

crinoids and blastoids are known but disarticu-

lated plates of these species are also found as-

sociated. Associated but disarticulated cup plates,

brachials and columnals of particular species are

present on the outcrop indicating minor displace-

ment but definite disaggregation by currents or

bioturbation. Distortion and fracturing, resulting

from compaction, is most common in large rela-

tively thin ossicles or thinner parts of more robust

faunal elements. This is most noticeable on large

camerates such as Neoplatycrinus and the stem of

Neocamp-tocrinus, a result of the ease of seeing

such features on the larger faunal elements. Care-

ful collecting and microscopic investigation show
that this also occurs in smaller elements of the

fauna.

To the north, exposures of the Callytharra For-

mation from the vicinity of Mt Sandiman through
Williambury Station and into the Gooch Range
show carbonate grainstones with minor marls and
shales forming hogback ridges with the formation
tilted, usually to the west and eroded. Large
pluricolumnals, dominated by Baryschyrl car-

narvonensissp. nov. up to 10cm long, are common
in the lower part of the Callytharra Formation.

Articulated crinoid cups and crowns, although

rather infrequently found, occur on bedding sur-

faces. Specimens are exceedingly difficult to ex-

tract because they are the same hardness as the

enclosing grainstones. Most specimens tend to

weather at the same rate as the matrix and solution

weathering of ossicles often precludes identifica-

tion. The articulated crowns, often with proximal
stem attached, deny postmortem transportation.

Most are considered to have died in situ; the cause
of death is not apparent. The matrix shows no
graded bedding that could imply debris flows or

tempestites, but bioturbation is obvious in some

Considerable time walking bedding planes and
looking at weathered scree, is required to find the

rare good specimen. Rarely, sets of arms and
crowns are found weathering from thin interbeds

of shale of marl. Wesuggest that numerous crinoid

species are to be found in these northern exposures

of the Callytharra Formation with careful and
patient collecting.

FAUNALANALYSIS

The faunal list of our collection from the Cal-

lytharra Formation (Table 1) shows that we found

most of the species recorded by Webster (1987)
except for Tapinocrinus macurdai, T. ingrami, T.

sp., Actinocrinites sp. cf. A. brouweri and a few of

the unidentified camerate and inadunate radials.

The Callytharra fauna contains 16 camerate
species, 37 inadunates and 1 flexible. As briefly

summarised by Webster (1987), most Permian
crinoid faunas worldwide are dominated by in-

adunates. Only the Timor and possibly Bolivian

faunas contain significant camerates and flexibles.

The Callytharra fauna is the second most diverse

Permian fauna in the world after Timor but the

virtual lack of flexibles leads us to suggest that the

flexibles could not adapt to the cooler water en-

vironment of the Australian Permian.

In this paper 2 camerates and 12 inadunates are

added to the faunal list as outlined by Webster
(1987). These include three holdover genera, a

coelocrinid (Dorycrinus), barycrinid indet., and
Cosmetocrinus, not previously recorded from the

Permian (Moore & Teichert, 1978). The youngest
possible ancestors are to be found in the Early

Carboniferous of North America. The new in-

adunates include Minilyacrinus gen. nov. and new
species of Lampadosocrinus, Texacrinus,

Galateacrinus and Baryschyrl not previously

recorded in the region. Only Texacrinus was pre-

viously reported from the Permian. The
microcrinoids described are the first described

from Australia. Wrightocrinus, Litocrinus and
Timorechinidae indet. are known from Timor thus

strengthening faunal links between the two areas.

The Basleo fauna of Timor is the most diverse

Permian crinoid fauna known in the world. It

contains 232 species as opposed to the 56 species

so far recorded in the Callytharra Formation. Al-
though study of the Timorese collections housed
in European museums leads one of us (GDW) to

believe that restudy of the inadunates may reduce
the number of species recognised it will remain an
incredibly diverse fauna. Teichert (1951) con-
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QML757 QML758 QML759 QML760 QML761 757-761

indet. platycrinitid or dichocrinid radial 1 1 1

Actinocrinites cf. A. brouweri

Platycrinites wrighti 1

Neoplatycrinus callytharaensis 6 8 1 15

Pleurocrinusl sp. -radials (basals) 25(16) 2 4

Neocamptocrinus sp. 8 17 32 10 4 14

indet. dichocrinid radials 1-3 17 5 5 6 1 5

indet. camerate radials 1-5 10 6 2 4

Notocatillocrinus callytharaensis (partials) 2(36) 2(1) (10) (2) 1(11)

Synbathocrinus campanulatus (partials) 9 3(1) 2(2) 1(2)

Synbathocrinus constrictus (partials) 2(6) 1 (1)

Cydonocrinus cf. C. tuberculatus partial 1

Tapinocrinus macitrdai

Tapinocrinus ingranii

Tapinocrinus sp.

Parabursacrinus magnificus (radials) (150) (67) (77) (23) 1 (86)

Parabursacrinus granulatus radials 15

Parabursacrinus nefotassiensis radials 16 7 4 1 1

Calceolispongia spinosa basals 10 5(brachs) 11 1 3

Calceolispongia cf. C. spinosa

Calceolispongia digitata basals 10 7 4 6 2 7

Calceolispongiidae sp. indet.

indet inadunate radials 1-10 45 9 24 5 3 13

indet. flexible radial 1

Apographiocrinus pumilus brachials 1 2 2

Phosphannulus pluricolumnals 15

Radials (unidentified) 169 33 35 14 34

Tegmen spines 21 2 15 4 4

Radials with ribs 7 9

Neocamptocrinus radials 1

Infrabasal or basal circlet 30 9 12 4 6

Columnals (unidentified) many many many many many many

Barycrinidae? indet. pentameric

pluricolumnals

15 3

Neoschisma verrucosum plates 4 1

Neoschisma extension plates 41 3 6 8 7

Notoblastus stellaris plates 18 17

TABLE 1. Fauna of type section of Callythara Formation west of Callythara Springs on Wooramel River giving

specimen numbers from field collections by the authors. Numbers in parentheses refer to partial cups or specific

cup plates where both complete and partial cups were found.

sidered the Western Australian fauna closely al- Australian fauna as an impoverished Timor fauna

lied to that of Timor but, with the exception of without indicating any reason for the impoverish-

Calceolispongia he regarded the Western ment. Wesuggest that the Timor fauna lived in a
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Neocamptocrimis millyitensis X

Neocamptocrinus occidentalis X

Neocampto. barrabiddyensis X

Stomiocrin usferruginus X

Stomiocrinus merlinleighensis X

Texacrinus hardmanensis X

Texacrinus gascoynensis X

Texacrinus goochensis X

Skaiocrinus granulosus X

Jimbachnus minilyaensis X

Jimbacrinus bostocki X

Jimbachnus donnellyensis X

Cymbiocrinus cherrabunensis X

Traulscholdicrinus sp. X

Occiducrinus australis X

Rhenocrinidae gen. nov. X

Eoindocrinus praecontignatus X

Tapinocrinus spinosus X

Family and genus indet. X

Anechocrinus nalbiaensis x

The post Callytharra crinoids of

Western Australia, following the

work of Teichert (1949, 1954),

Webster (1990) and this paper, num-
ber 3 camerate and 12 inadunate

genera. These forms occur mainly in

sandstone or shale with rare excep-

tions such as Stomiocrinus merlin-

leighensis and Jimbacrinus

donnellyensis. Many occur in

clusters with multiple specimens of

few species along bedding planes.

Many specimens were disaggregated

in part indicating postmortem current

or scavenger activity. Cross-bedding,

scour and fill and ripple marks were
observed in these sandstones record-

ing current activity. Bioturbation is

evident but not extensively.

Crinoids of the Cherrabun Mem-
ber, Hardman Formation in the Can-

ning Basin (Table 2) are among the

youngest Palaeozoic crinoids known.
The age of this horizon, which also

yielded the ammonoid Cyclolobus

persulcatus Rothpletz, 1892, is dis-

cussed by Glenister et al. (1990) as

Dzhulfian (i.e. within the Tatarian of

the European scale). All three species

represent lineages common in the

Carboniferous of North America.
Cymbiocrinus is known from the Per-

TABLE 2. Lineage chart and stratigraphic distribution of the mian of Thailand (Webster & Jell, in

echinoderm fauna of the post-Callythan-a Fmn Permian of WA. Taxa prep.); Neocamptocrinus is known
from Teichert (1949) are not included as they were well placed only from Australia (Willink, 1980;
strati graphically in the original work. Callytharra through Wandagee Webster, 1990; herein).
Finns are in stratigraphic sequence for the Carnarvon Basin. The Fossil

Cliffs Formation of the Perth Basin is temporally equivalent to the

Callytharra Fmn. The Noonkanbah Fmn (equivalent to the Coyrie
through Wandagee Fmns) and Tatarian Cherrabun Mbr, Hardman Fmn
are in the Canning Basin.

LINEAGES

warm water environment favourable to a higher

carbonate productivity. In contrast the abundant

clastic sedimentation of the Western Australian

Permian and the type of sediment suggest not only

nearer shore, more turbid environments but also

cooler water environments with less carbonate

production. The cooler water environment of the

Permian deposits of Western Australia were

recognized by Condon ( 1 967) and Dickins ( 1 978)

among others. Weconsider the echinoderms of the

Western Australian Permian to be those that could

adapt better to the greater diversity of environ-

ments and note that a few are unknown in Timor
(Texacrinus, Cosmetocrinus and the coelocrinid).

Teichert (1951) considered that

only one crinoid showed a lineage of stratigraphic

utility in Western Australia. Based on knowledge
at the time his view was correct. However, the

added information from the Callytharra and
younger fauna reveals several parallel lineages;

some may have biostratigraphic utility through

Western Australia, the rest of Australia and even
to Timor and India. The Calceolispongia lineage

detailed by Teichert (1949) remains the most use-

ful for Western Australia but it also needs revision

in the light of extensive new collections and its

potential for correlation in the Canning Basin has

yet to be addressed.

Other lineages that we recognise in Western
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Australia (Table 2i are species within each Of

amptocrinus, Neoplutycrinus, Jexacrinus,

Jimbacrinus, Tap'mocrin us and Stomiocrinus. Al-

though these are considered independently it

should be noted that Neocampiocrinus,

Nroplarycriiws and Calceolispongta OCCUf
together at most horizons in the Permian of

tern Australia suggesting that they needed

similar living conditions.

Stems of Neocumptocrtnus are found in most
horizons with marine fossils from the Callylharra

to the Hardman Formations. They have not been

studied in detail. Specimens that we have ob-

served show greatest size in the Wandagee Fbr-

tn (ArtinskianJ (Fig 3M.N)- Cups, thecac

and crowns ol mptactinus are uncommon.
aie known from the Bulgadoo Shale N-

borrabiddyensissp, nov.. Eron! the Cundlego For-

mation, rV occidentalis, and from U>e Hardman
ialion

;
N- mittyitensi$> These three sp cii

i uiisidered an evolutionary lineage with N. ac-

ciderttalis evolving from N. barrabiddyensis by

el mgation of tiie cup with nearly vertical walls

illy. Jn turn, A. mill dlvwl from V
. ... identatis with a more Rattened basal circlet.

i.Tiun in thenumber of plate
i tl

above the primanal and modification of the urnu

ment on tegmen plate:-;. Webster 1 1990) discussed

the relationship of A. occidental?* and N. n. sp.

mi{lyit#n$is) With eastern Australian sp,

IHnk.1980).

StWtiocTinUS merlin:. $ ui the Bulgadon
Formation could be the ancestor of S. ferruginus
in the Wandagee FQrmalion by enlargement,

ion of the arms by shortening and thick-

ening [he brachials and reduction of the relative

si/.e ot the orals. Timor species of Stomiocrinus

arc prohu.hiy derived hum S tncrlinleigftensis by

modi:
| , iates and flattening of the

tcgnlen Stomiocrinus if Unknown Id eastern

Australia.

Evolution oi Nt optatycritws miamaensis from

attyfharruensis by modification nf the orna-

mcnl from one large prominent node to several

ind probably flattening of ihe fc

lc| fanning a low bo ped cup. The
jt" nodals aod intemodals currently assigned

to PiaiychnUca/NcoplarycrintiS spp. and com-
monly found associated with the disarticulated

plates of S!

-'<;i>'ltiiYrnrius probably belong lo the

genus. Unfortunately they were probably static in

don Muring the Early Permian and show no

iiees Of evolutional v iieuds. Al-

though notrcported, "twist" columnals are present

id the Oxtrack Formation of the Cracow area.

Queensland Additional study of the platycrinid

columnals t:f Australia is needed to fully evaluate

their straiigrapbic potential.

The tapinocrinids arc known from We
Australia and Timor. In Western Australia.

Tapinocrinus macurdai and T. ingrcmu are known
from the Callytherra Formation with the former

the likely ancestor of T. spmosus from the

Wandagee Formation and Basleo fauna of Timor.

Development of T. spmosus was by flatten in

the cup into a disc shape, enlargement of (he

radials into a blunt spine and loss of granular

ornament. Although the spine did not develop, T.

fimoJicUS also lost the ornament and developed a

discoid cup. There is no record of Tapinocrir

eastern Australia.

The texaerimds are represented in Western
Australia by four species starting with T goorhm
sis in the Caliytharra Formation followed by lite

more robust T. gascoyrtensb in the Candle;.

Wandagee Formation. No further form of this

heavier stock is known, Skaiocrinus granule*:.

a more elongate form with or without slightly

peneplenary radial facets and pinnules wilt;

gitudfnal ridges. The youngest form J

hardtnanensis is a slender an which
may have evolved through T yoochensts from the

same. Stock as S granulosus, Tcxucnnids are mi

known in eastern Australia

Teichert (1949) considered the origin of I

\pongia to be uncertain but perhaps derived

from the Cromyocrinidae. Moore et al. (in Moore
& Teichert, 1978) suggested that the

ceolispongidae were derived through the (

bioer'midae or Ampetocrinidae. Weconsider the

Cymbiocrinidae line to he most likely based or the

bowl-shaped cup, large single Wid1 and cuncatc

arms- The lineage otJintbacrinasih not as cle

that of CaIct'oUsf?ongUi but niay include a se-

quence from Calceolispongidae? sp. (Webster.

1987) from the Callytharra RWhtfiOrt K>J
neltyen&ix in the Bulgadoo Shale to J. bostocki

icrt. 1954 in the Cundk\e. m J
Vcbster, 1990 in the Wandagee For-

mation and possibly to CymbiaCrinkS thrr

rubtuwnsis in the Hardman Formation.

Webster (1987) noted the resemblance of Cab
ccolispongidac? sp. to the calceohspongids bUI

considered differences io the lack of bulbous
basals and presence of an isot.imous hranchii

the third brachial in one ray If the branching

been on the second brachial the specimen w

have been assigned to »uir. Cal-
ccohspotL ! probably deim-d from the

same ancestor as Cakeolispongia. J. danneltycn*
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sis mayhave evolved from Catceolispungidae? sp.

by thickening of the basals and luss of arm branch-

ing. In turn J, bosiocki evolved by development of

the spines on the bulbous basals wherea* / miru-

lyaensis has a reduction in the bulbous basals.

possibly ^presenting a different lineage from Cal-

ceolispongidac? sp. Cyrnbiocrinus cherrabunen-

sh is related to the calceolispongids mostly by the

bulbous hu.sals; the arm branching pattern, how-
ever, is not typical of that family.

The second largest Permian crinoid fauna of die

Carnarvon Basin occurs in the Wandagec Forma-
tion in the cast limbof a synclineonthe north bafllt

of the MiniJya River» approximately lOkm
wcUnorthwcst of Wandagec Homestead. This

locality I) the type locality for .several species of

ColceoBsp&ngia (Teichert. 1949) and other
crinoids (Webster. 1990). Sonic confusion about

the stratigraphy has resulted from nomenclatural

changes. Teichert (1949) considered the

Wandagec Formation to include die unit later

named the Quinnanie Shale, Thus some of his

material is reported as from the upper Wandagec
on locality information at the University of
Western Australia when it is actually from the

lower Wandagec Formation as defined by Condon
1, 1967 i fsec Material section under Occiducrimts

ausiraUs and Skaiocrimn granulosus (herein:

Webster, 1990).

["here has also been some confusion about the

locality, Webster (1990). in citing locality data

from the University of Western Australia,, listed

the locality as cast of Conikilya Pool. Teichert

(purs, coram. 1990 toGDW) corrected this to west

of Coolkilva Pool as shown on the Winning Pool-

Minilya 1:250 000 Geological map isheefSG50-
13,49-16, 1984) Whenwe slopped at Wandagec
Homestead the directions we received to

Coolktlya Pool look us further west than the loca-

tion shown on maps. It is obvious, when on the

site, that the sue and location of the pool or pools

: the river bed shift wjih scour and fill during

major runolT arul evaporation and infiltration

during subsequent dry sea-sons Coolkiiya Pool as

designated on Ihe map and as referred to by the

locals are not the same. Teichert apparently used
ihe local designation in his original field locations

and recognized they differed when living to

reconcile the Bureau of Mineral Resources map
i ms.

In the base of ihe Wandagec Formation as

defined by Condon (1967) Otnthtcrinus

ansiratis, Eoindovriiuts praecontignaius, Cat-

, eolispongsQ alwnttans. and Ncocwnptocrmus sp.

occur along the same bedding surface,

Tapincfcrinus spinosui, UkuipcritfHS granulosus

and Jimhacrtnus minilyuensis occur at or close to

the same horizon. Stomiocrinus ferruginus may
also be from the equivalent horizon along the

Lyndon River to the north. Several species of

Calceoltsjjongiu occur at higher levels in the

Wandagec Formation as described by Teichert

11949).

AGEANDCORRELATION

Discussion of Ihe age and correlation of the

Caliyihara Formation at its type section was given

by Webster (1987). Weaccept the late Sakrnaruin

age for the base of the Callytharra Formation
based on arnrni moids | Glenister & Furnish v 1 96

1
),

New taxa reported herein do not alter Webster's

(1987) interpretation that the crinoids suggest a

slightly younger age of early Artinskinn for the

Callytharra Formation. The Sakmanan-Ar-
tinskian boundary may be within the lower part of

(he Callytharra Formation

Notiocalillocrinus callylharracnsis, Synbath-

ocrinus const 'ru:tu.\\ Ncnplurycitntts CQjtytft&r

rewnsis a n d NcucanipJoc rinus s p . in the
Callytharra Formation throughout the Carnarvon
Basin suggests a similar age for the unii over this

extent. Correlation of the Callytharra Formation
with the Fossil Cliffs Formation \j( the Perth

Basin, and Nura Nura Member of the Poole
Sandstone in the Canning Basin were discussed by
Teichert (1951) and Condon (1967) Webster

(1987) discussed the crinoid correlation of the

Callytharra Formation with that of easlcrn

Australian faunas reported by MeKcllar (1969)

andWillmk(l978).The[atcSakmariaivcarlv Ar-

tinskian limestone interval in the basins •<;

Western AUStT&lta, in the Oxlrack bormation in

Queensland, and the Berriedale Limestone and
limestone in the Crinoidal Zone of Tasmania rep-

resent a major sea level rise and change to warmer
LMmhtifins in Ihe Australian part of the Tethyan
equivalent to the Stcrlitamak and possibly Bif-

shevian cycles (Ross $ Ross. 1 985).

Correlation wiih the Permian crinoids of Timor
remains somewhat of a problem. The crinoid bear-

ing Maubisse Formation limestones of northern

Timor were interpreted as reefs and thought to

have been thrust onto the autochthonous non-
erinnidal Permian slrata of southern Timor t Aud-
ley-Charles, 1965,1968). He considered the

Timor Permian deposits to have formed in a

trnugh (o Ihe northwest of Australia. Charlton

(1989) suggested that the northern part of Timor
was alluchthonous but thought much of the struc-
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FIG. 1 . Coelocrinid indet. QMF21428. A, lateral view showing set of arms with distal part of spinose anal tube ai

upper right, X 1. B, incurved distal parts of flattened arms and spinose anal tube, X 1.6.
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tund ctMiipJexit;. v. js best explained by wrench
faulting , not by vertical movements as postulated

hamalaun and Grady (1978) All of these

interpretations agree that the Permian deposits of

Timor were formed in and along the distal side of

a trough that was pan of the Australian block as

proposed by Hajniiion 1 1 979)

The crinoid bearing Maubisse Formation would
have been the (no& distal deposits, an unknown
distance, but perhaps as much as lOOMJkm
northwest oF the Canning and Carnarvon Basins.

Plate recons-mictions uf the Permian (Zoncnshain,

Kuztm and Kononov. 1985, among others) posi-

tion Australia along the eastern part of
Gnndwanaland Thr (.'jirnarvon and Canning
Basins would have been between 5(f S and 40°S.

Timor would have been at approximately 25°—

30°S. The Timor lamias were considered Late

Permian on reports erf fusuttnids at Amarassi
(Schubert, 1915) and cephalupuds at Basleo
rWannerJ93I: Geith.1950). Hanicl (191$) inter-

preted the cephalopods as middle Permian, on the

Early to Late Permian boundary. Braehiopods

(Brx>ili,1916) and corals (Gerth. 192
1

) indicated a

Permian age but did not Specify Early or Laie,

whereas C. Wanner (1922) placed an Early Per-

mian age on the gastropods and bivalves The
echinoderms were interpreted as Carboniferous

(Bather. 1914; Springer,1920, (924), in contrast

lo middle Permian (Wanner, 1924a) and Late

Permian (Wanner, 1931).

The lack of suatigraphk control of the

numerous crinoid and blastoid localities from
Timor has been recognized for many years •; Aud-
ley Charles, 19<S5; "GlenKtcr & Fumish,1987;
among others). Somecephalopod reports with and
without stratigrapbic control at a few localities

include Sakmanan from Somohnlc, Artinskian

from Bitauni, and Late Permian firow Amarassi

and Basleo (Glenister & Furnish,! 9tf 7). I

(1976) considered the Bitauni braehiopods to be

of Artinskian age. Sections wfthstatfigripni

trol have yielded braehiopods from the Chiddruan
Maubisse Formation near Kashu Village. West
Timor ( Arcbbold & Bird,1989) and from thr

Sakmanan Khali and Bisnain Members of the

Maubisse Formation near Bisnain Village, West
Timor (Arcbbold & Barkham, 1989). The Bisnain
braehiopods were correlated with the Callythara

Formation by Arehbold & Barkham (1989). Ar-
tinskian eonodonts were recovered from matrix

materials and in situ limestone blocks collected on

early expeditions to Timor (Boogaard, 1987).

Thus Timor Permian strata is thought to range
from Sakmanan to Amarassian age. Wanner

(1931) reported that 90% of Timor crinoids and

75%of all odier Permian fossils of Timor are from

the Basleo area. It is the age of the Basleo fi

which wc consider to be the most problcr

because a Late Permian c-ephalopod bag

reported by Glenisterand Furnish (1987) from die

area The stratigraphic relationship of the

Oephali -pod and crinoids is unknown
International correlation based on the crinoids

and [Mastoids suggests an Early Permian age,

probably Artinskian or Roadian tor the B
cehim-iderms. The Basleo crinoids and blastoids

correlate best with Artinskian faunas from the

Callythara Formation (12 of the same genera, 3

species: 2 species with affinities and a with

close affinities to Timor genera), the Wandagec
Formation (4 oi' the same genera, 1 species) and

the Sarginsk Horizon of the Urals (15 genera)

There are few genera and no species in common
with the Early Permian of Texas (3 gfenera),

Nevada (7 genera), and Bolivia (2 genus). Few
genera and no species are common to the Upper
Permian of Russia 1 1 genus), Sicily (5 general

Western Australia (I genus), and eastern Australia

(2 general. These data have beep compiled from
crinoid Occurrences indexed in Bossier <fe Moody
(1943), Weltttei (1973. 1977, 1986, 198% and
unpublished data.

Until the structure and stratigraphy of the- Bas-

trea are fully understood uve considet the

Lvhiiiodcnn fauna to be Eaily Permian r&COgniz

ing that part of the fauna could be Late Penman
based on the cephalopod reported by Glcntsier &
Furnish (1987)

SYSTEMATICPALAEONTOLOGY

Crinoid terminology follows Ubaghs et al. (in

MoOTC& Teichert, 1978), with columnal pal terns

after Webster (1974). Blastoid termim i)og) i

from Beaver et al. (in Moore, 1967).

Material collected by us during July 1991 came
localities entered in the Queensland Museum
lily Register (QMD, and is curatcd in the

nsland MuseumPalaeontological Collection

(QMF). Other collections referred to are indicated

by the following prefixes; Commonwealth
Palaeontological Collection, Bureau of Mj
Resources, Canberra (CPC). Museumof Victoria,

Melbourne (NMVP); Western Australian
Museum, Perth (UWAF) and Dcpartmenl ol (

ogy. University of Western Australia, Penh
(UWAF).
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Subclass CAMERATAWachsmutii & Springer,

1885

Order MONOBATHRIDAMoore & Laudon,
1943

Suborder COMPSOCRININAUbaghs, 1978
Superfamily CARPOCRINOIDEAde Koninck

&LeHon, 1854
Family COELOCRINIDAEBather, 1899

Coelocrinid? indet

(Fig.l)

Material
QMF21428, a large, weathered, partial set of arms

with anal tube, found in three pieces, two of which fitted

together, from the middle Callytharra Formation in the

eastern line of the Gooch Range south of Carnarvon-

Williambury Station road, GR922549 Gooch Range 1:

100,000 topographical sheet (no. 1850), 1974 edition.

B

FIG. 2. A-C, Neocamptocrinus barrabiddyensis sp.

nov., A ray, posterior and basal views of holotype

CPC30668, X \.2.D-F,Stomiocrinusmerlinleighensis

sp. nov., X 10. D, holotype, CPC30669, lateral view of

crown. E, paratype, CPC30673, lateral view of crown
showing raised diamond-shaped oral level with the

arms. F, paratypes CPC30671, (lower right) and

CPC30672, lateral views; note distal arm branching on
CPC30672.

Description
Arms spatulate, at least 63.8mm long, biserial,

convex in section proximally (1.7mm wide), be-

coming externally flat distally (4.4mm wide); dis-

tally bearing short, laterally directed spines on

every 7th to 9th brachial on each side of the arm,

with the spines in alternating positions; distal tips

incurved towards a slender elongate anal tube

extending above the arms and bearing short spines

along the tube walls.

Remarks
This specimen bears remarkable similarity to

the illustration (Wachsmuth & Springer, 1897, pi.

42, fig. 5) of Dorycrinus cornigerus (Hall, 1858).

Anal tube spines of D. cornigerus are longer,

extending beyond the arms when enclosed. Long
spatulate arms are known in several genera of the

Batocrinidae and Coelocrinidae (Wachsmuth &
Springer, 1897); however, only those of D. cor-

nigerus have short laterally directed spines along

the sides of the arms. Thus we questionably refer

the specimen to the Coelocrinidae.

This is the first Permian report of the otherwise

Middle Devonian to Early Mississippian
European and North American family (Moore &
Teichert, 1978). Other camerates, such as Ac-

tinocrinites, Pleurocrinus and Camptocrinus, ini-

tially restricted to Early Carboniferous strata of

Europe and North America were discovered in the

Permian of Timor (Wanner, 1916, 1924a). Thus,
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a possible eoeiocrinid In the Permian of Western

Australia adds to the list of c^merate holdovers

lacking a Late Carboniferous record.

Supcrfurmly HEXACRINITOIDEA
Wachsmuth & Springer, 1885

Family DICHOCRINIDAEMiller, 1889

Subfamily CAMPTOCRININAEBroadhead,
1981

NeocamptocrLnus Wdlink, 1980

Type Species
Nrnramptncrinus bundanoonensis Wi I-

ltnk,l9S0, from the Kazanian Berry Formation,

New South Wales; by original designation.

Remarks
WiUink ( 1 980) recognised Neocamptorrimix on

the. inflated tegmen and a column that is elliptical

throughout its length instead of round adjacent to

the cup as is Camptocrinus. Carboniferous and
Permian eamptocrinid columns show that the el-

liptical shape is similar in both, that is nearly

round, but definitely slightly elliptical, adjacent to

the cup becoming progressively elliptical in a few
centimetres distally and remaining elliptical

throughout the remainder of the known column.
The long axis of the columnal attains its greatest

size in the Permian of Western Australia (Fie.

3M.N)- Cups assigned by Willink (1980),
Webster, (1990) and herein show an evolutionary

and stratigraphic record of potential value for the

Permian of Australia and Timor Wcquestion the

degree Of inflation of the tegmen as a generic

feature; however, for convenience we apply the

name to these Permian forms including
Camptocrinus cf. C. indouttst-rulicus Wanner
( Webster. 1987- L02, lig.5J-M).

Columnals of Ntoctunptocrimts are common in

many parts of the Permian of Western Australia

(Webster, 1987, 1990; herein). Even proximal,

nearly circular columnals are easily recognised by

the distinctive, off centre, axial canal and unequal

length of cuimina on the opposing long sides of
the arliculutn. Additional study of
Ncocuinpiocrinus<:Q\\\\x\\Ya\$,m Western Australia

is necessary to determine their strat-igraphic

value. Columnals of Neueamptocrinus sp. arc

present in the Callytharra Formation at all

localities we collected. No cups were found, but

the radials listed as indeterminate cainerate radial

4 and 5 by Webster (1987) probably belong to a

new species of Neacaniptocrinus^

Neocamptocrinusbarrabiddyvnsis sp nov

i.Fig.2A-C)

Etymology
Fi>f Barrabiddy Creek.

Material
Holotype CPC30668, Bulgadoo Shale, east limb ol

Barrabiddy Antieline> Barrabiddy Paddock, 1/4 mile

south of mill.

Diagnosis
Radial notches relatively narrow; radials more

expansive.

Description
Cup howl-shaped, wider (29 I mm) than high

(2 1 .8mm), base truncated, widest at base of radial

facets, sutures flush, no ornamentation. BB 2,

suture faint, 5.6rnrn wide, 5,5rrun high, upflared.

slightly concave walls. RR 5, longer (19.4mm)
than wide (16.0mm), gently convex transversely,

convexo-concave longitudinally. Radial facets

angustary, c. 2/3 radial width; transverse ridge

elevated, with coarse ridges normal to ridge

length; brachial canal circular in section; muscle
fields elliptical, long axis subparallel to transverse

ridge, moderately impressed; ambulacra! groove
narrow, sloping inward. Anal longer (1 9. 6mm)
than wide (11.3mm), narrower than and in line

with radials. Columnal facet elliptical, 8.7mm
long, 63mmwide, impressed; articulum narrow;

admen coarse, cog-like, areola wide, fiat. Stem
and arms unknown,

REMARKS
This robust cup was weathered out of red clays-

tonc containing abundant disarticulated plates of

Calceolispongia cf barrabiddyensis It has
narrower radial notches, radials that distaily ex-

pand transvciscly at a greater i ate ft&d lower radial

facets than N. occidentalis Webster, 1987 or N.

millyitensis sp. nov. These two species probably

evolved from N. barrabiddyensis

Neocamptocrinusmillyitensis sp. nov.

(Fig. 3A-L)

tttttptocrinus Sp: nov. Webster, 1990:57, pi I,

figs 7-11.

Etymology
For the Millyit Range.

Material
Holotype CPC27054, paratypes CPC27455-27457

from the Millyit Range. Other material, QMF21420-
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FIG. 3. A-K, Neocamptocrinus miliyitensis sp. nov. A,

paratypc radial QMF21421, showing radial facet, X3.

B, paratype partial thcca QMF21420, showing anal

plates, anal opening, inverted U-shaped ridge above

anal opening, and axillary primibrachial of C ray,

X2.8. CDto K,L, articular facet and lateral views of

piuricolumals, paratypes QMF21422-2 1426, respec-

tively; showing proximal to distal changes in

transverse section and modifications in articular facet,

X2.2. M,N, Neocamptocrinus sp. M, lateral view of

medial to distal pluricolumnal, WAM8S.1070, show-

ing attached cirri distally, X0.4. N, lateral view of

medial pluricolumnal, WAM88.1069, X 0.4.

/
M N
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21426 from QML772,Millyil Range, Canning Basin

from the Cherrubun Member. Hardman Formation,

DESCRIPTION
See Webster, 1990:57.

Remarks
Webster (1990) left material available at that

time in open nomenclature because its precise

locality and horizon were unknown. Wehave now
collected further material from a well defined

locality and horizon, which may well be the type

locality.

The partial theca shows 3 anal plates, with a

large primanal in the radial circlet, a small anal

opening above the central anal plate and an in-

verted V-shaped ridge on the overlying oral. Both
orals bear a coarse central node. Radial facet has

a transverse ridge with a parallel shallow outer

ligament pit, two shallow muscle fields and a

T-shaped ambulacral track aborally.

Pluricolumnals are mostly short segments but

show the change in sectional shape from nearly

circular proximally to distally elliptical. The ar-

ticular facet of the proximal columnals has long
coarse eulmina on the upper side of the columnal
and very short eulmina on the underside Culmina
become coarser laterally on the facet. The areola

is higher on the upper side with faint traces of
eulmina across the surface On the underside, the

areola is smooth and half the width of that on the

upper side. Axial canal is small and round.

Neocamptucrinus sp.

(Fig. 3MJM)

Material
Pluricolumnals WAMS81069-88 1070 (mm north

bank. Minilya River in ihc fourth massive sandstone QJ

the Wandagee Formation, Conlkilyn Pool area,

Wandagee Station. Collected K.J. McNamara.

Remarks
These are the longest articulated pluricolumnals

of Neocamptocrinus known from Western
Australia. They are 28cm and 28.5cm long with

columnals 30mmwide. 9mmthick and 2.2mm
high. In a proximal direction nodkaxcv consisted

of 22, 23. 24. and 26 columnals each on
WAM88.1069. Cirri are initiated at the junction

between two columnals and may grow tn extend

over the height of four columnals; the axial canal

is also shared by the two columnals Colnmnai
growth after initial growth of the cirrus extends

beyond the dislal edge of the proximal cirral to

partly cover the proximal end of the second cirral

Cirri are round in section. Crenularium 1.8mm
wide, slightly less than half cirral radius (4. 1 mm);
eulmina fine. Areola planar. Axial canal small and
round. Cirri taper distaJly with semipointed ends.

These large columnals lack the more rounded

proximal and distal sections of the stem. They
show that considerable lengths of the stem acted

as a runner with the cirri extended out and down
into the substrate. It is unknown if the flexures in

the two stem sections reflect flexibility around
substrate irregularities or diagenelic disrortion.

Stomiocrinus Wanner, 1937

Type Species
Stonuocrinus subglobosus Wanner, 1937 from

the Permian of Timor; by original designation.

Stomiocrinusmerlinleighensissp. no v.

(Fig.2D-F)

Etymology
For the Meriinlcigh Subbasin, Carnarvon Basin.

Material
Holotypc CPC30669, paratypes CPC30670-30676

from micaceous limestone in the top of the Bulg&doo
Shale, at type locality, near Donnelly's Well.

Diagnosis
Orals elongate, steeply upflarcd, Visible in

lateral view.

Description
rowi) small, cylindrical. Cup bullet-shaped,

w lurst at radial summit, line shagreen ornamenta-
tion. BB 2, equidimensional, forming lower 1/3 of

cup. upflared steeply, inlerbasal suture in plane of

symmetry. RR 5, longer than wide, outflaring

gently longitudinally, moderately convex
isversoly, Straight to slightly convex lon-

gitudinally. Radial facets angustary, approx-

imately 1/3 greatest radiai width, subhorizonlal.

Brachials rectilinear, longer than wide, strongly

ex transversely, straight longitudinally; IBr:

a \ axillary, om additional branching in sonic

til branchings isotoxaous Nopinnules. Anal
iii radial circlet, slightly narrower than radials.OO

5, elongate, steeply iiptl.it/il, raised medial section

flush to slightly inset to proximal brachials.,

mutual lateral edges underlay proximal brachials

and form base of ambulacra! groove Irom the base

of the arms to the mouth. Posterior oral laiT-
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FIG. 4. Neoplatycrinus callytharraensis sp. nov. all from QML757, X 1 , A-C, basal circlets QMF21594, 21 593.

and 21592. respectively. D-H, radials with primibrachs and in some eases secundibrachs attached, QMF21595,
21599, 21597, 21598, and 21596, respectively.

Measurements (mm)

Holorype Para type

Crown length 3.6 (incomplete) 3.3

Crown width 1.5 1.2

Cup Icneiti 1.6 1.2

Cup width 1.3 i.i

Basal circlet diameter 0.7 0.7

Basal circlet length 0.6 0.6

Radial lensth 1.0 0.8

Radial width 0.8 ".7

whereas the crowns of J. donnellyensis have the

proximal stem attached. It is unknown if the

proximal stem of C. acuminata is attached.

In the matrix there are numerous thin round
pluricolumnals which contain columnals of 4mm
diameter and 7mmlength that might have been trie-

stem of S. merlinleighensis. They differ from the

short cirral segments {7mm diameter, 2mmlong)

which are articulated with the attached stems on

J. donnellyensis. There are no bilaterally sym-
metrical columnals in the matrix. This leaves the

subfamily affinity of Stumiocnnus in doubi until

articulated thecae and columnals are found.

Remarks
Stomiocrinus is reported from the Permian of

Timor, Russia (Broadhead, 1981) and Western
Australia (Webster, 1990). Broadhead (1981) as-

signed Stomiocrinus to the Camptocrininae based
on Yakovlcv's (in Yakovlev & Ivanov, 1956)

combination of disassociated thecae and bilateral-

ly symmetrical columnals. The crowns of S. mer-
linleighensis occur on three small bloeks
associated with Jimbacrinus donnellyensis and
Calceolispongia acuminata. None of the crowns
of S. merlinleighensis has the stem attached

Superfamilv PLATYCRINITOIDEA Austin &
Austin, 1842

Family PLATYCRINITIDAE Austin &
Austin, 1842

Neoplatycrinus Wanner, 1916

Type Species

Neoplatycrinus dilatalus Wanner, 1916, from
the Permian of Timor; by original designation.
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FIG. 5. Neoplarycrinus rniamiaensis sp. nov. A,B, oral

and oblique views of nodose oral, ho!oiypeCPC30677,

X 2. C,D, interior ( X 1 .7) and exterior ( X 2.3) views of

weathered nodose ambulacral plate, paratype

CPC30678. E, external view of paratype radial

CPC30679, X2. F, exterior of paratype basal circlet

CPC30680, showing azygous basal at upper right and

elliptical stem facet, X 2.

61867; WAM84.638, 84.639; UWAF5638,
UWAF7860and QMF21592-2 1599 all from QML757,

Neoplatycrinus callytharraensis sp. nov.

(Fig.4)

Neoplatycrinus aff. N. somoholensis Wanner, 1916;

Webster, 1987:100, figs 4A-0.
Plearocrinus? sp. Webster, 1987:101, fig. 4P,Q.

Etymology
For Callytharra Springs.

Material
Holotypc UMMP61862. Paratypes UMMP6I863-

Diagnosis
Oral and ambulacral plates with large node or

coarse ridges.

Description
As given by Webster, 1987, p. 100-101.

Remarks
This species is based on disarticulated oral and

ambulacral plates bearing one very large node and

secondary smaller nodes or very coarse discon-

tinuous ridges. Basal and radial plates assigned

lack these coarse nodes as is the case in N.
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mfamaensiS) described below. Wefound the or*

namemed orals and ambulacra! plates disas-

sociated in proximity to the unoroamentcd basal

circlets and radials.

Webster, 1987, referred the Callytharra Forma-

tion specimens to N. aff. N. snmoholensis, a

species based on internal molds (Wanner, 1916,

i 924a). The ambulacral plates of N. somoholensis

art divided distally by a deep V - shaped separation

(Wanner, 1924a, pi. 3, fig. 2). Division on the

ambulacral plates of /V. cwfytharremis is not as

deep (Webster, 1987, fig. 4A) The uppa distal

part of oral plates oi N. somoholensis would over-

hang the proximal vertical section whereas they

;li: r,i>l on jV iitllythurracnsis All olht-r described

species of Neopiaryctbws lack ornamentation on
the oral and ambulacral pla

Neoplatvcrtnusmiamtaensis sp. nov.

Etymology
Pur Mia Mia Stall

MATERIAL
I iolorype CPG3D677, paratypes CPC3067S-3Q6S i all

CrOW the lowermost fossiliferous horizon in Ipe Ar

'mskumCoyue Formation, cast of Mia Mia Homestead,

23*21% 1MWB, northern Qinjarvon Basin Other

material CPC307 1 1 -307 153, a eulumnul, 2 radials and

2 regmen plates from the lower part of the Noonkanbah
Formation at Ihe type seelion (BMR loe. KNP73/, fan

Basin.

DIAGNOSIS
Basal circlet subhonzontal; orals and am

hulacrals bearing coarse nodes in radiating to lr-

Jar patterns.

DESCRIPTION
Basal circlet large, estimated 32mmdiameter,

subhorizontal; bears elliptical stem facet, 2.3mm
long, 9.3mm wide. BB 3, 2 large. I small (16mm
long, 15.5mm wide) surface coarsely granulate,

with coarse node (2,8mm diameter) on OTW ;

RR 5, wider (28.4mm) than long (20.7mmh con-

vex longitudinally and transversely, Surface with

Coarse granules, no nodes. Radial facet wide 2/3

plate width, narrow, crescent shaped. UO5, large.

estimated 35mmlong, 28.2mm wide, polygonal

proximally vertical, distally subhorizontal or

upllared, with 8 to 18 coats'- mules (4.4mm
diameter, 2.8mm high) in radiating or irregular

pattern and coarse granular ornament Proximal
ambulacral quadrangular. 18. 9mmlong, 19.3mm

Sharply pointed pioximally and distally.

side vertical, exterior with up to 9 coarse nodes

and coarse granular ornamental -

Remarks
The description is nascd on disarticulated os-

sicles from one horizon in the Coyrie Formation.

The theca is estimated to have been up to 75mm
wide and 45mm high, with a low bowl shape

having a flat base, low out-flared radials. and a

broad flat to upflared tegmem Interpretation of the

theca is based on* I . a flat wide basal circlet

5F); 2. radials attached to the vertical facets on the

basal circlet such that the proximal end of the

radial was horizontal, expanding the low bowl
laterally, 3, radials are convex longitudinally

resulting in the distal parts of the radial h

essentially vertical; the radial facet would have
sloped down and out at an estimated 80°; and 4,

the proximal endol the onils was probably nearl-.

vertical iint -l the distal part subhorizontal to

upflared perhaps as much as 40°. Mutual face!- rt I

the radials and orals are not well preserved

precluding linn estimate of reconstruction.

Secundibrachials associated with the thecal

plates heai the mc coarse nodes and granulate

ornamentation. They are U- shaped with two i

V-shaped arnbulaital groOVeSj one large and one
smaller and lateral Musi plates show growth

bands on theahoral side Solution weathering lias

modified the surfaces of most plates, removing, or

obliterating the granular ornament is common,
and in extreme examples nodes are reduced to

small stellate elevations Diagenetic distortion. and
fracturing followed by calcite cementation sealing

the fractures is present on some plates.

Numerous intemodals and nodals of the "twist*
1

nodal columnals were found in association with

the thecal plates. They are assigned to the sptt ii

because all other crinoids in the fauna aie poj]

platycrinitids. No difference could be discerned

between these columnals and ones found in the

Call ^ liana Formation. This suggests that mosaic

evolution was occurring in the theca while the

columns were stable.

Nfoplatxcrinus is restricted to the Permian of

I'imoi (I .am* in Mooie & Teichert, 1978) and

Western Australia (Webster, 1987). The genus is

•iti/ed by the large oial plates. N. tnuum

sis is distinguished from N. calfytharraensis by its

oral ami ambulacral plate ornamenlaiion. It differs

from A', samofwimsis by having a flat base instead

Of being upllared at 30° to 40°. Evolution of ,\

nutuntnnt\i\ t'tuviN, <\ill\-}itn( menu's occumdby
modification of Oral and ambulacra! ornament.

The original field label on specimens of N.
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FIG. 6. Ptatycrinites/Neoptatycrinusspp. A,B. articular

facet ( X 2.7) and lateral ( X 2.5) views of pluricolumnal

QMF21429. C, lateral view of QMF21430 showing

cirral facets, X 1.5. D, articular facet of "twist" nodal,

QMF2143 1 , X 2.5. E, microcrinoid (?) attachment disc

followed by 5 columnals overgrown by proximal cirral

on pluricolumnal QMF21432. X12. F, fenestrate

bryozoan attachment overgrown by columnals in

pluricolumalQMF21433, X5.
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miamiaensis gave the stratigraphic unit as the

Bulgadoo Shale. However the latitudinal coor-

dinates place the locality in the Coyne Formation

as mapped on the Winning Pool-Minilya
1:250,000 Geological Sheet SF50-13, 1984.

The columnal, radials and tegmen plates from

the Canning Basin bear the same ornamentation

on the oral and brachial as described above.

Platycrinites/Neoplatycrinus spp.

(Fig. 6)

Material
Figured material QMF21429,21431 from QML760,

QMF21430, 21432, 21433 from QML757 and other

material 181 internodals, 102 nodals and 39 pluricolum-

nals QMF21578 (203) from QML757, QMF21579 (26)

from QML758, QMF21580 (14) from QML759,
QMF21581 (13) from QML760, QMF21582 (9) from

QML761, QMF21583 (19) from QML758-761,
QMF21584 (18) from QML769 and QMF21585 (6)

from QML770.

Description
Internodals elliptical, opposing fulcral ridges

parallel; nodals rectangular to subquadrale, op-

posing fulcral ridges at 15-80° with most 67° or

80°. All columnals wider than high, elliptical axial

canal, very fine shagreen ornamentation.
Noditaxis variable, 1-5 internodals. Articulum

divided in half by prominent fulcral ridge. Fulcral

ridge depressed below articular rim adjacent to

axial canal, bears transverse vermiform to short

medium coarse ridges proximally, 3 to 7 medium
coarse slightly radiating culmina distally.

Crenularium narrow; culmina short, medium
coarse, lengthening near fulcal ridge, producing a

fan shaped pattern, unbranched. Areola divided by
fulcral ridges, each half crescent in outline,

smooth, sloping into shallow trough paralleling

fulcral ridge, deepest abaxial of axial canal. Axial

canal small, elongate parallel to fulcral ridge.

Latus gently to moderately convex on lateral

sides, moderately convex to vertical to gently

concave on ends of internodals, rarely bears small

nodes. May bear cirri in distal most parts of stem.

Cirri round transversely; articulum round.

Crenularium 1/3 radius; culmina coarse, cog-like,

may branch isotomously once. Areola smooth,

flat. Axial canal round.

Remarks
The elliptical columnals vary from elongate

(18.6 x 9.4mm) to subcircular (21.8 x 19.5mm) in

adults. The more subcircular specimens are most-

ly cirral bearing and judged to be more distal

columnals, whereas the more elongate elliptical

forms lack cirri and are considered to be more
proximal. Thickness of individual nodals and in-

ternodals is uniform except in the cirral bearing

distal stem parts where they show pinching and
swelling in lateral view.

Cirral facets occur on nodals or internodals and
slant distally 5-10°. They are most commonly
developed on one or both ends of the long axis but

also occur along the short axis of the facet. There

are up to 4 cirri per columnal, with one the most

common. First cirrus is wedge shaped with distal

facet sloping distally thereby increasing the distal

slope of the cirrus. Cirri short, tapering distally.

Most specimens are weathered with loss of sur-

face articulum and axial canal details and enhan-

cement of growth bands. Up to 11-14 growth

bands weathered as ridges and grooves. Similar

growth bands on large cup plates of
Neoplatycrinus a f f . N. somoholensis, Platy-

crinites wrighti and Pleurocrinus? sp. were il-

lustrated by Webster (1987). These columnals

probably belong to those species and are therefore

left in open nomenclature.

Organisms attached to the living column of

Platycrinites/Neoplatycrinus spp . incl ude
bryozoans (Fig.6F) and other crinoids (Fig.6E) as

both are found overgrown by columnals or cirri.

Phosphannulus infestations are rare on
Platycrinites/Neoplatycrinus spp. Columnals, as

postmortem detrital grains were used as attach-

ment sites by various sessile organisms but most
commonly bryozoans. Diagenetic compaction
distorts the areola of numerous specimens.

Subclass INADUNATAWachsmuth &
Springer, 1885

Order DISPARIDA Moore & Laudon, 1943
Superfamily ALLAGECRINOIDEACarpenter

&Etheridge, 1881

Family ALLAGECRINIDAECarpenter &
Etheridge, 1881

Wrightocrinus Moore, 1940

Type Species
Allagecrinus jakovlevi Wanner, 1929 from the

Permian of Timor; by original designation.

Wrightocrinus wooramelensis sp. nov.

(Fig.7A,B,I-K)

Etymology
For the Wooramel River.

Material
Holotype QMF21438 from QML757, paratypes
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FIG. 7. A,B, I-K, Wrightocrinus wooramelensis sp, nov. oral and C ray views of partly crushed paratype

QMF21439.A x30;B X40. I-K, oral, posteriorand Aray views, of hoIotypeQMF2 1438, X 30. C-H, Utocrinus

pansus sp. nov. C-E, AB interay, oral and D ray views of holotype QMF2 1 448, X 40. F-H, A ray, oral and posterior

views of paratype QMF21449 X40.

QMF21439 (QML760), CPC30692 (QML757-761)

and three crushed thecae QMF21554 (QML759),
QMF21555(QML761), all from west of Callytharra

Springs.

Diagnosis
Radials protuberent; radial facets narrow; basals

short; orals with an elongate central depression.

Description
Theca 1.1mm high, 1.0mm wide, globose, con-

vex walls in lateral view, rounded pentagonal

outline in oral view, walls smooth. BB 2, suture

slightly rotated off A-CD plane, low, proximally

horizontal, bearing round articular facet for stem,

distally upturned, flaring outward, forming lower

1/5 of cup. RR 5, 3/4 as wide as long, widest at

midlength, outflared proximally, incurved distal-

ly, moderately convex longitudinally, transverse-

ly gently convex proximally, strongly convex

distally, with one facet each; radial facets

peneplenary, sloping inward, pit-like. Slight anal

notch on mutual shoulders of C and D radials. 00
5, elliptical, slightly longer than wide, central

linear depression bordered by rounded low ridge.
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FIG. 8. Litocrinus protuberans sp. nov. A-C, BC interray . oral and posterior views of paratype QMF2] 441 ,
x 40.

D-F. A ray, oral and posterior views ofparatypeQMF21 442, D X40;E X50; F X40.G-I, A ray, oral and E ray

views of holoiype QMF21 440, X 40.

form flat-topped elevated circlet slightly inset

from radial summit. Posterior basal largest, as

wide as long, separating BCand DEorals.

Remarks
The holotype has a small calcite deposit on the

EA oral extending onto the mutual shoulders of

the E and A radials. At a cursory glance this falsely

appears to be the posterior oral. The posterior oral

is recognised by the suture with the other four

orals and the small anal notch below it. All

specimens of W. wooramelensis may be imma-

ture, lacking the development of additional arms

in the A, C and D rays.

The globose appearance of W. wooramelensis is

similar to immature specimens of W. jakovlevi

(Wanner, 1929) but distinguished from it by

having more protuberant radials, narrower radial

facets, shorter basals and orals bearing an elongate

central depression. Webster & Jell, in press, dis-

cussed the reasons, essentially that one is a
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A

B

FIG. 10. A-H, Svnbathoerinus const net us (Wanner, 1916), initial brachials. AC, aboral, lateral and brachial facet

views, QMF21478. X 25. D-F, brachial facet, lateral and abpial views of QMF21479. A X25; B,C X 30 . G,H,

oral and C ray views of abnormal specimen with only 4 rays and 4 oral plates, QMF21 462* X 30. 1-M, Microcrinoid

holdfasts gen. et sp. indet. I t J, oral and lateral views of rectangular shaped base, QMF21477. 1 X 25; J X 30. K,L,

oral and lateral views of hexagonal base QMF21475, KX25;LX30.M, oral view of rectangular baseQMF21476,

X30.

FlG.9.Sxnbathocrinusconstrictits {Wanner, 1916). A-C, oral, A ray andEray views of QMF21461, A X50;B,C

X40. D,E, oral and B ray views of QMF21464, X 30. F,G, oral and C ray views of abnormal specimen, A and B

rays semifused, QMF21467, X 25. H,I, oral and D ray views of pre arm stage QMF21460, X50. J,K, oral and B
ray views of one armed stage, QMF21465, X 30. L,M, oral and A ray views of 2- armed stage, QMF21466. X 20.

N, oral view of 4-armed stage, QMF21463, X20.

juvenile of the other, for placing AUagecrinus
quinquebrachiatits Wanner, 1929 in synonomy
with W. jakovlevi.

Litocrinus Lane & Sevastopulo, 19K2

topulo.1981, from the Lower Carboniferous of

Tennessee; by original designation,

Litocrinus pansus sp. nov.

(Fig.7C-H)

Type Species
Kallimorphocnnus punciutus Lane & Sevas-

ETYMOLOGY
Latin pansus, spread out, extend
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FIG. 1 1. A, Spheniscocrinus austratis sp. nov., basal view of hololype, showing base of anal tube in 6 o'clock

position on cup, CPC30682, X3. B-D, Ocviducrinus australls Webster. 1900, A ray, posterior and basal views

of QMF21427, X 1. E, Tapinocrinus spinosUS (Wanner, 1924a), posterior view showing distal tips of arms,

QMF21427, Xl.6.

Material
Hololype QMF21448 from QML760, paratypc

QMF21447, 21449 from QML757. QMF21446 from

QML759, and other material QMF21556 (I) from

QML757, QMF21557 (3) from QML759, QMF21558
( I ) from QML760and QMF21559 from QML76J

.

Diagnosis
Theca expanded markedly above narrow basal

circlet; oral circlet dome-shaped.

Description
Theca small, equidimensional, 0.4-0. 6mm,

pyriform, walls concave, expanding rapidly above
basal circlet, unornamented. BB 5 or fused, small,

forming lower 40% of cup, gently outttared. RR
5, longer than wide, moderately convex transver-

sely, concave longitudinally with straight to con-

vex distal ends, may be weakly protruding distal-

ly. OO5, rounded proximal edge in oral view,

proximally steeply upflared, distal!} subhorizon-

tal, may bear weakly elevated protrusion at upflar-

ing to sub-horizontal flexures, forming domed arch

with diameter less than thecal max. just below

radial summit; posterior oral larger, separating BC
and DE orals.

REMARKS
L. pansus is variable in development of pro-

trusions on orals and may develop a weak node

distal ly on the radials. Without careful observa-

tion L. pansus could be considered a juvenile or

variant of L, proiuberans. However, the species

differs from L protuberant by the greater lateral

expansion, lack of strongly protruded radials and
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more rounded dome shape of the oral circlet. It is

the smallest form in the Callytharra fauna.

Litocrinus protuberans sp. nov.

(Fig. 8)

Etymology
Latin protuberosus, protuberant; for the radials.

Material
Holotype QMF21440 from QML759, paratypes

QMF21441 from QML758, QMF21442, 21443 from

QML759, QMF21444 from QML760, QMF21445
from QML757, and other material QMF21560 (8) from

QML757, QMF21561 (3) from QML758, QMF21562
(15) from QML759, QMF2I563 (19) from QML760,
QMF21564 (3) from QML761, QMF21565 (5) from

QML757-761.

Diagnosis
Radials with evenly rounded large protuberances.

Description
Thecae small, largest specimen 1.1mm high,

0.9mm wide, turbinate to pyriform, walls expand
rapidly from base of radials to large protuberances

in distal part of radials, capped by oral circlet,

strongly pentalobate in oral view, unornamented.

Basals fused, bear circular stem facet proximally,

gently outflaring distally, forming lower 1/3 of cup.

RR5, slightly longer than wide, expanding rapidly

upward, longitudinally concave proximally to

strongly convex distally, transversely gently convex

proximally strongly convex distally; large smooth
growth protuberance on distal part of radial. No anal

notch on plates. 00 5, slightly longer than wide to

subequal to wider than long, slightly irregular outer

surface, vertical to slightly inflared proximally, sub-

horizontal to gently arched distally. Posterior oral

largest, separating BC and DEorals, bearing small

hydropore or madreporite. Oral circlet slightly inset

on radial summits.

Remarks
Growth sequence from 0.4- 1 .1mmpresent in the

67 specimens studied. Initially the theca is equi-

dimensional and the radial protuberances are

recognisable but not domineering as the cup wall

flares moderately and evenly from the stem facet

to the radial protuberances. As growth continues

radials elongate and the protuberance expands to

become the most noticeable morphologic feature

of the theca. The base of the cup is relatively

narrow and most of the wall flaring is with the

radials.

No other species of Litocrinus has as strongly

protruded distal parts of the radials as L.

protuberans. There is a large node in the centre of

each radial on the Late Permian L. palermoensis
(Strimple & Sevastopulo, 1982) from Sicily that

is a later evolved form.

Family CATILLOCRINIDAE Wachsmuth and
Springer, 1886.

Notiocatillocrinus Willink, 1978

Type Species

Notiocatillocrinus oakiensis Willink, 1978,
from the Lower Permian of NSW; by original

designation.

Notiocatillocrinus callytharraensis

Webster, 1987 (Fig. 14E)

Notiocatillocrinus callytharraensis Webster, 1987:

108, figs 7, 8.

Material
One weathered crown NMVPl27202 from Fossil Hill,

Bidgermia Station, GR351 884 on Glenburgh 1 :250,000

Geological Sheet SG50. Collected by G.A. Thomas.

Remarks
This is the largest specimen known. It is twice

the length of the holotype and displays an excel-

lent cross-section of the cup and tegmen.

Easily recognisable radials, showing the multi-

ple arm facets, cups and the horseshoe-shaped

tegmen plates of N. callytharraensis were found

at every locality visited. Often they were em-
bedded in the grainstones and not retrieveable

without excessive labour. These plates make ex-

cellent index fossils in the Callytharra Formation

throughout the Carnarvon Basin.

Superfamily BELEMNOCRINOIDEAMiller,

1883
Family SYNBATHOCRINIDAEMiller, 1889

Synbathocrinus Phillips, 1836

Type Species
Synbathocrinus conicus Phillips, 1836 from the

Lower Carboniferous of England; by monotypy.

Synbathocrinus constrictus (Wanner, 1916)

(Figs 9, 10A-H)

Material
Figured specimens QMF21460, 2 1461, 21463,21465.
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FIG. 12. Barycrinid? gen. indei. A, articulai facet of pentamericcolumnal QMF21434. X 1.4. B, articular facet of

pentamcncpIeuricolunuialQMF21435 1 X 1.7. C-E. root holdfast with branchlcts or cirri, QMF21436, X 1.4. C,

enlargement of articular facet of non-pentameric rootlet cirri. D,E, lateral views of holdfast in possible growth

position, F,G, articular facet and inner lateral views of weathered pleuripentamcrc QMF21437, X 1 8.

21466. 21478, 21479 from QML759. QMF21462 from

QML758, QMF21464, 21467 from QMI757 and other

material QMF21571 (23) from QML757, QMF21572
(3) from QML758, QMF2I573 (37) from QML759,
QMF21574 (7) from QML760, QMF21575 (I) from

QML761 , and QMF21 576 (6) from QML758-76 1

.

REMARKS
Articulated thecae of juvenile and adult

specimens of Synbathocritius const rictus are

moderately abundant throughout the intcrbedded

arenaceous shales and limestones of the lower

fossiliferous part of the Callytharra Formation at

Callytharra Springs. Juvenile spec-imens are 0.4-

2.5mm high and include growth stages from the

armless embryonic through 5-armed forms.

Early growth stages are dominated by inflated

orals and protuberant radials with a low narrow

basal circlet. Radials and orals increase in length

rapidly, are approximately equal in height and are

the most obvious plates in the theca during early

development. Radials show an early development

of the medial longitudinal ridge, whereas orals are

initially inflated then gradually develop a shallow

central depression. The CDoral is largest, adjoin-

ing all other orals, separating the BCand DEorals,

and bearing a small central protuberance, the

hydroporeormadreporite. At 1.3mm thecal height

radials are approximately twice the height of the

oral circlet and the first radial facet develops on

the E radial. Growth continues in a linear increase

greater than transverse until approximately

2.5mm height when lateral expansion is rapid.

Arms develop in sequence in the C\ B, D and A
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FIG. 13. Lampadosocrinus variabilis sp. nov. A-C, A ray, oral and C ray views of paratype QMF21451, X40.
D-F, A ray, oral and DEinterray views of paratype QMF21452, X 40. G-I, E ray, oral and C ray views of holotype

QMF21450, X40.

rays. Only single specimens of most of the dif-

ferent arm stages are known. It is not known if the

same sequential arm development is regularly fol-

lowed. Orals are retained with the development of

the fifth arm and the anal plate is not developed

although a faint depression may occur in the radial

circlet at the mutual shoulders of the C and D
radials below the posterior oral. Macro specimens

lack the oral circlet and were illustrated by
Webster (1987).

Two abnormal specimens lack part or all of the

fifth ray. One (Fig. 8G,H) has 4 radials and 4 orals.

Except by careful examination it appears to be a

normal 5 rayed theca. The other (Fig. 7F,G) has a

partial fusing of the A and B radials and orals are

distorted.

Small brachials up to 2,5mm long in the disar-

ticulated washings are judged to be the beginning

growth stages of arms of 5. constrictm on the basis

of the articular facet and the medial longitudinal

ridge. Two of these brachials are illustrated to show
the variation in longitudinal curvature, shape, am-
bulacral groove and distal tips.

These thecae are assigned to S. constrictm be-

cause they show the prominent radial ridge.

Webster (1987) noted the gradation between S.

constrictus and S. campanulatus so some of these
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may be Immature specimens of S. campanuiatus
hut I but form is net recognised u»li i its adult stage.

Family UNCERTAIN

N \

k

rocrinoid holdfasts gen. et sp. indet.

(Fig. 101-Mi

Material
QMF21 475-2 1477 frcm QML759 and QMF21577

from QML757-761 west of Catty tharra Springs.

Description
Base hexagonal, rectangular or irregularly

polygonal; sides scalloped to irregular; thickened

centrally or towards one end extending as base of

round columnal. Base concave.

REMARKS
Holdfasts l.0-2Dmm long, 0.5-1. 5mmwide

and 0.6-1 .Ommhigh. They range from Early Car-

boniferous in die United States (Webster, unpubl.

data) to the Permian. They are illustrated for

comparison in future studies and to dernonsttute

the scope of the Callytharra echinoderm fauna.

Order CLAD1DAMoore AcLaudon. 1943

Suborder CYATHOCRININABather, 1899
Superfamily CYATHOCR1N1TOIDEABasslcr,

1938

Ramify CYATHOCR1NIT1DAEBossier, 1 938

Occiducrinus Webster, 1990

TYPfc SPliCIES

Occiducrinus australis Webster, 1990 from the

Artinskian Wandagee Formation. Minilya River,

W.A.; by original designation.

Occiducrinus australis Webster, 1990

(Fig. 11B-D)

Occiducrinus uustralis Wc^ivr, 1990:60, pi. 2, figp I-

•V

Material
QMF21427 from the third thick sandStOOG bod above

the base of the Artinskian Wandagee Formation, cast

limb of syneline, approximately 150m north of the

Minilya River, Coolkilya Pool area, Wandagee Station,

Western Australia.

Remarks
This cup was weathering out as associated dis-

articulated plates on a bedding surface which also

yielded Eoindocrinus proecontignatus and Cal-

ceolispongia abundans. The reconstructed cup

lacked the anal, the D radial and the orals; it is

nearly identical in size with the holotype.

The proximal columnal showing the articulum

provides information not preserved on the

holotype. Crenularium narrow; culmina short,

widely spaced; erenellae wide, flat base, bearing

rudimentary short ridges and V-shaped
protrusions along irregularly walled oufer side

Areola three times width of crenularium, Disar-

ticulated columnals should be easily recognised.

Family BARYCRINIDAEJaekel, 1918

Rarycriiiid?indct.

(Figs I2.22D)

Mater i At

Figured specimens* QMF21434, 21436 from
QML760, QMF2I435 hum QML76I. QMF21437
from QML757. Other material QMF2I5S6 from

QM1.757 and QMF21587 from QML760.

DESCRIPTION
Columnals circular, pentameres; latus gently

convex; hctcromorphic type 1 pattern; symplexy

articulation. Crenularium 1/3 radius on small

columnals, may be more on large columnals,

projects into areola at pentamcre boundaries on
some specimens. Culmina irregular, medium
width, wider distally, may divide isotomously

once; new culmina may be inserted distally.

Areola 1/3 radius on small columnals, may be less

on large columnals, sloping inward, smooth. Axial

canal strongly oentastellate; claustrum narrow,

thin, wedge-shaped, forms base of areola. Cim
circular in section, short, tapering rapidly distally,

not divided into pentameres; latus straight; ar

ticulum same as pentamere articulum; axial canal

narrow, slightly dumb bell-shaped transversely.

Remarks
All pluiipcntameies (up to 4.95cm length) and

plurieolumnals of articulated pentameres were

recovered as loose specimens. Weathering
destroyed many morphologic features but espe-

cially the claustrum on plurtpentameres. Differen-

tiated weathering resulted in irregular wavy
thickness on external surfaces of some columnals

(Fig. 22D). Most of the larger specimens are part

of the holdfast or distal parts of the stem. The
robust size suggests they supported a sizeable

crown. It is unknown if the pentameres extended

to the cup.

Pcntameric columnals are present on several

inadunates and camerates of Ordovician through

Devonian age (Moore & Jeffords, 1968). Middle
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Mississippian Banvrinus from Iowa are the pre-

init^ly recognized youngest pentamenc stems

(Moore et ai. in Moore & Teichert, 1978). We
refer these .specimens questionably (o Lhe

Burycrinidae and illustrate them hccause they are

easily recognizable, have potential as Permian
index fossils in the Carnarvon Basin and extend

the geographic and stratigraphic range of pen-

tarnericcolumnals.

Superfamilv COD1ACRINOIDEABather. 1890
Family STREBLOCRIN1DAELane,

Lampadosocrinus Strimple & Kocmg, 1956

Type Species
Dichostrebhcrmus minutus Peck, 1936 from

lhe Lower Carboniferous St. Joe Formation, USA

Lampadosocrinus variabilis sp. nov.

(Fig. 13)

i . MOLOGY
Latifl variabilis variable; refers to the variation

in shape of the oral circlet, and number of in-

Erabasal plates.

MATERIA!,
Huk)iypeQMF21450 from QML757-761 undifferen-

tiated, paratypes QMF21451 from QML759,
QMF21452 from QML757-761, QMPZ1453 from

QML757, QMF21454 from QML758. QMP2I455-
2 1459 from QML759and other materia] QMF2156t> ( 5

)

from QML757. QMF21567 (2) from QML75S.
QMP21568 (24) from QML759, QMF21569 (2) from

QML760. QMF21570 (5) from QML757-76L

Diagnosis
Oral plates of variable shape; theca inflated;

basals tunud.

DESCRIPTION
Thcca small, conical, subcylindrical to widely

inflated, widest at or slightly below oral summit,

height/widdi ratio 1.0-1,4, surface ornament of

minute pits.

IBB 1-5. most commonly fused; circlet low,

narrowly to moderately outflared. pentalobate to

circular transversely, forming lower 1/2 of cup,

1/4 of theca, bearing small impressed circular

stem facet. BB 5, with variable length to width

ratio, wider than long, subequal to longer than

wide, convex transversely and longitudinally,

tumidity gentle to moderately strong, rarely

projecting into a short spine- 00 5> roundly to

sharply protruded at or barely below thecal sum-
mil, oral surface inflated to depressed centrally.

sutures flush to elevated along mutual narrow

ridges. CD oral largest, protuberance more
rounded than others, separates BCand DE orals.

Oral circlet forming 2/5 thecal height, with slight-

ly concave summit, horizontal or slightly inflated,

sutures align with basal suture, rotated slightly or

in normal alternate position. BC and DE oral

protuberances commonly slightly down and out-

flared, EA and AE oral protuberances normally

subhorizontal. No anal plates, BC basal left

shoulder summit slightly below CDright shoulder

summit; all other basal summits align.

Remarks
Variation among the 47 specimens studied

reflects growth changes and intraspecific varia-

tion. Two changes with growth are height/width

ratios of the oral plates. In general elongation of

the theca progresses from subequal height and
width iu immaiure tonus to height greater than

width in adult forms. Ratios in a growth series of

4 specimens ealeulated as 1.0, 1.4, 1.06, I.I I.

smallest to largest. Oral plates of immature
specimens are commonly roundly protuberant,

rarely pointedly protuberant, and lack, the rimmed
depression on the summit ly pica] of larger

specimens. In immature forms the five
protuberances project above the summit slight!}

.

forming a slightly depressed summit With growth
the rimmed depression develops on each of tbi*

orals while the central oral summit is normally

gently inflated forming the highest point on the

theca. On the largest individuals the summit is

commonly horizontal.

Intraspecific Variation is DOted 111 the following

features. Most specimens are inflated moderately

with only a few specimens having mildly inflated

subcylindrical walls above the infrabasals. The
angle of outflaring 10 the protuberances on the

orals is variable. Tumidity of the basuls ranges

from slight to moderate Wld rounded to elongate

in outline; rarely the tumidity is a short sharpened

projection or blunt spine. Sharpness al the oral

tumidity varies from rounded to angulai uiid

directed subhorizontal to gently upflarcd.

Suboider POTER10CRININAJaekel, 1918

Superfamily SCYTALOCRINOIDEAMoore &
Laudon. 1943

Family APHELECRINTDAEStrimple, 1%7

CosmetocrinusKirk. 194]

TmSpecies

C. gracilis Kirk. 1941 from the Mississippi

Indiana; by original designation.
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PIG. 14. A, Cosmeiocrinus? middalyaensis sp. nov., posterior view oi" holotype UWAF113385, X0.7. B-D,

Trautscholdicrinus sp. A ray, basal and posterior views of WAM67.529, X 3. E, Notiocat'dlocrinus callythar-

raensis Webster, 1987, weathered crown showing cross-section of cup and tegmen, NMVP127202, X 1.1.

Cosmetocrinus(?) middalyaensis sp. nov.

(Fig. 14A)

Etymology
For Middalya Station.

Material
Holotype UWAF1 1 3385 from QML770. Collected by

John Williamson.

Diagnosis
Right tube plate not in contact with the radianal.

Description
Crown tall (1 19mm), cylindrical (23.3mm wide

maximum), plates smooth. Dorsal cup conical,

flattened, approximately equidimensional,
22.6mm long, 22mmwide at summit, base flat,

walls slightly convex proximally, slightly out-

flared distaJly. IBB 5?, large, 7mmlong, 7mm
wide, steeply upflared. BB 5, large, CD longer
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(13.1mra) than wide (7.5mm), mildly convex
transversely and longitudinally. RR 5, large,

7.8mm long, 7.8mm wide, mildly convex trans-

versely and longitudinally. Radial facets plenary.

sloping outward, with well developed transverse

ridge and outer ligament pit; slight gape between
radials and primibrachials. Anals 3, radianal nar-

row, in oblique position, adjoins C radial, BCand
CDbasal and anal X; anal X largest, 6.3mm long.

4.8mm wide, adjoining right tube plate, C radial,

radians!, CD basal, D radial, and 2 lube plates,

distal tip above radial summit; right tube plate

nearly excluded from cup, only proximal tip

below radial summit, not in contact with radianal.

IBrr one per ray; in C and D rays, longer (8mm)
than wide (6.6mm), constricted distally, Strongly
ronvex transversely, axillary IIBrr. II 1 13 rr and
IVBrrcuneate, strongly convex transversely All

branching isotomous. Second branching on lIBr.s-

10, one additional branching in some rays. Total

number of arms exceeds 20 per ray it' branching
uniform in all rays. Pinnules small, slender Anal
sac tall, slender, mostly covered. Stem round
transversely, heteiomoipliie, ihinculumnals, type

11 patterns for proximal 40mm, homcomorphic
thick coiumnals distal ly; total of 130mmof Stem
preserved, Columnal fetus convex, symplexy ar-

ticulation. Non-cirriierous.

RliMARKS
Radials of this Specie* were described as in-

adunatc radial #7 (Webster, 1987) based on loose

radials found at Cullythaxra Springs approximate-

(50km to the south. C.l middalyaensh is

widespread in (he Carnarvon Basin and the radials

arc sufficiently distinct to he identified when
disarticulated

The crown is crushed in situ as it retains the arms
and considerable Length of (he Mem Ero&iofl hftg

removed, but left the impression of, the distal

30mmof the arms. Generic assignment remains

tentative because the A ray is not exposed to

determine if branching occurs on the first

primibrachial or a higher primibrachial as in

Ponu'osmeiocrinus. Some species of P&m
meim rinus have a strongly cirriferous proximal

SlCrtl, which is not present in C(?) muldalyuensis.

The number of infrabasals is also uncertain as only

one complete and one partial infrabasal are ex-

posed. Their size and position suggests there are

three infrabasals on this form.

Cricoids associated on the slab are a weathered

CK>Wnof Texacrinus granulosus sp nov., disar-

ticulated coiumnals of a cainptocrijoid and at least

five unidentified crinoicts. In addiimn several

specimens of the spiriferid brachiopod
Fusispinfercarnan'onensis Archbold &Thomas,
1987 and fenestrate bryozoans are present.

Elevation of the right tube plate until it is nearly

eliminated from the cup is an advanced condition,

suggesting a younger age than the Early Carbonif-

erous age of previously described species (Moore
& Teiehcrt, 1978). Aphele-crinids were pre-

viously known only from the Lower Car-
boniferous of North America and Europe (Moore
&Teichert. 1978).

Supcrfamily AGASSIZOCRINOIDEAMiller.

1889
Family AMPELOCRINIDAEKirk, 1942

Sphtniscovrinus Wanner. 1937

Tvpe Species

Spkeni$cvcri rrum
the Permian of Timor, by original designation

Sphtniscoi rinus auslralLs sp nov.

(Fig. 11 A)

Etymology
Latin ciustratis y southern.

Material
Holotype L-rown CPC306S2fmni Ihe Artinskian upper

Bulgnfloo Shale or lower Cundicgo Formation, 7.5km
on bearing 287° Tram Wandflgee Homestead, Miml ..

'

mile map sheet, Carnarvon Basla.

Diagnosis
Ornament shagreen with small pits, sutures

flush: spines on brachials without nodes.

DESCRIPTION
Crown small, low. outspreading laterally, es-

timated 60mm diameter; ornament of small

depressions on very fine ghagTCCfl surface. Cup
low bowl to discoid-shaped, 5.7mm Wide, 2 ?mm
high (estimated), shallow apical pits. IBB 5, im-
pressions small, probably stiblnm/onta!. h
small, convex transversely and longitudinally, un-

equal size BA estimated l-3mm long. I

wide: CD2. 1mmlong (estimated). 2mmwide. RK
5, Widei (1.8mm) than long

(
l.^inm), gently WH-

vex longitudinally, strongly convex transversely,

thick. Spreading laterally proximaliy resulting id

wide gap between radials at summit. Radial facet

plenty, slope steeply outward, thick, small gaps
Anals 3, in intermediate position. Radianal in obli-

que position intermediate in size. Anal X largest,

strongly convex transversely, adjoins pOSU
h.-jsul. Right tube plare smallest, not in contact with
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FIG. 15. Minilyacrinus williamburyensis sp. nov,,

posterior and B ray views of weathered holotype

crown, WAM91.697, X 1. C, fragmentary set of arms,

UWAFI13504, X1.5.

radianal, proximal end barely below radial sum-
mit, admedial to anal X, barely visible in lateral

view. LBrr 2 per ray, rectilinear, wider than long,

thick, straight longitudinally, strongly convex

transversely; axillary IBrr2 constricted slightly

proximally. IlBrr and MBit cuneate, wider than

long, thick, strongly convex transversely. All

branches isotomous on JBr2 and HBr8, minimum
4 arms per ray. Pinnules moderately large but not

rarnules, one per brachial on alternate sides of arm.

Stem and tegmen not known.

Remarks
This crown is inverted with the arms splayed

outward on the substrate. The stem, infrabasal

circlet and parts of most basals are not preserved

but impressions of the inner side of the infrabasals

and basals are moderately clear- The anal series

extending into the base of the anal tube or sac is

large, nearly the size of the base of the arms.

Sphemscocrinus was defined by Wanner, 1937,

as having only one anal in the cup, however, the

holotype and only specimen appears to be slightly

distorted in the base of the C ray and adjacent anal

series. It may have an intermediate arrangement

of the anals as described above.

This is only the second memberof the genus and
is distinguished from the type species by the fine

shagreen ornament, flush sutures and lack of

nodes or spines on the brachials. Generic distribu-

tion is extended to Western Australia strengthen-

ing the link between Timorese and Western
Australian Permian faunas.

SuperfamilyDECADOCRINOIDEABather,1890F
amilyDECADOCRINIDAE Bather, 1890

Trautscholdicrinus Yakoviev & Ivanov in

Yakovlev, 1939

TvptiSPEcms
Trautscholdicrinus miloradowitschi Yakovlev

& Ivanov in Yakovlev, 1939, Upper Carbon-

iferous Moscow Basin; by original designation.

Trautscholdicrinus sp.

(Fig. 14B-D)

Material
Partial crown WAM67.529, from the Artinskian Fos-

sil Cliffs Formation, north branch Irwin River, Perth

Basin. Found by Mrs J, While.

Description
Cup medium bowl-shaped, shallow basal in-

vagination, walls subvertical, fine granular orna-

ment. IBB 5. small, equidimensional (2.0mm)
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kite-shaped, slightly upflared, not visible in lateral

view. BB 5. hexagonal, wider (5.8mm I than lung

( ;5. Omm), moderately con vex transversely . strong-

ly convex longitudinally, proximally form base of

cup, distal ly sub vertical forming nearly half cup

height, slightly tumid RR5, widei (5 7mm) than

Jong (3.4mm.) slight I j convex longitudinally,

moderately convex transversely. Radial facet

plenary, sloping gently outward, bearing
transverse ridge, outer ligament pit and furrow,

and wide shallow muscle areas adorally. Anals3,

in intermediate position. Radianal largest, pen-

tal, adjoins C radial. BCand CDba*

I right tube plates. Anal X pentagonal, trun-

cated CDbasal, adjoining one lube plate distally.

Right tube plate not preserved, proximal end

ly below radial summit. A ray IBri axillary,

strongly convex transversely Distal brachials

slightly cuneate. strongly convex transversely.

bearing one pinnule each distally. Stem imi

sion round.

Remarks
The cup is crushed from compaction but plates

are well preserved. The infrabasal circlet is not

de in lateral view and sutures appear slightly

impressed because the tumidity of the ba.ais

projects above them. This is Ihe second cri

reported from the Fossil Cliff Formation after C.

digitata iTeichert. 1949). The specimen is of in

Sufficient quality to serve as a type. Radials like

these occur m the disarticulated ossicles at

lytharra Springs,

Superfamily CROMYOCRINOIDHABather

IS 1

Family CROMYOCRlNiDAE Bailu i , 1 890

Minilyacnnusgcn nov

, . i
i

MtnUycicrlnuAwHUomburyensls s|>. nt»> -

1 101

For the Minilya River.

DIAGNOSIS
Cup bowl-shaped, with single anal, anus

Liniserial, cuneate. numbering 20.

Minify acrinus williambury ensis sp. nov.

(Fig. 15)

viOLOGY

For vViiii.-.nhi-rv Station.

Material
Hotoivpe WAMy1 .697 I rum an undesignated locality

Oil William tion< The specimen was enclosed in

a quartz and mica bearing grainstOOS of the Callylharru

Formation. It probably came from Ihe vicinity of

Donnelly's Well 01 other exposures of the Callythana

Formation in the eastern line ofiheGooch Range in the

southwestern part of Williambury Station. One partial

set of arms (UWA ) from the eastern Ime of the Gooch

Range along the Minilya-WillKiinbury Station road.

DESCRIPTION
Crown moderately large, 42.8mm long incom-

plete, average 13.1 mmwide, cylindrical. Anal sac

small cylindrical, formed of eight rows of plates.

Cup moderately large, 13. 9mm high. 23 1mm
wide at summit, howl-shaped, walls gently put
Oared difrtally; moderately deep basal invag

tion (7 J mmdiameter); unornamented; sutures

flush. 1 BB small, covered by proximal columnals,

confined to basal invagination, probably
downflaring. BB 5, large, slightly wider (&.3mm)
than long (7.8mm i, strongly convex longitudinal-

ly, moderately convex transversely, proximal

ends within basal invagination, forming basal

plane of cup; CD basal symmetrical, truncated

distally fur adjoined radianal. RR 5, large, wider

(14.7mm) than long (9 7mm). moderately convex
transversely, mildly convex longitudinally.

Radianal longer (8.6mm) than wide (6,5mm),
illy over half above radial summit, adjoined

distally by one tube plate Radial facets plenary,

sloping gently outward, moderate gape between

radials and primibrachials. IBrr one per ray. wider

( 14.5mm) than long (8.1mm), moderately convex

transversely, mildly convex longitudinally, asii-

laiy [IBrr 2 per ray\ wider (8.4mm) than long

(4.1mm), strongly convex tranversely. HlBrr
wider than long, slightly cuneate. StTOttgly convex

transversely, thick, pinnulatc. Ambulacra] groove
narrow, deep- Branching isotoinous, 20 arms.

Stem heteromorphic; columnals circular transver-

sely, lumen pentagonal- symplexy articulation

Remarks
The partial crown hasbcen deeply weathered on

exposed surfaces, the distal part of the arms and

anal sac are lost, slight crushing occurred oblique

to the A-CD symmetry plane, and arms adjacent

to the anal series have been disarticulated in part

Weathering along the Hush sutures of the cup

plates and into cleavage planes in thecalcitc plates

appear as deep impressions. A small portion of the

B and C rays, including radials and adjacent basals

were enclosed in matrix and unweathered.
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FIG. 16. Texacrinus goochensis sp. nov. A-E, paratype UWAF115099. A, weathered crown showing attached

stem, X 1. B-D, oral, posterior and basal views of dorsal cup with attached primibrachial, X 3. E, enlargement of
part of A showing parts of arms to upper left and directly above cup and change in heteromorphic patterns,

proximally type II to distally Type i, X2. F,G, lateral and posterior views of holotype crown UWAF113387, F
X2;G X3.5.
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Removal of the matrix exposed the lack of or-

namentation and flush sutures.

The partial set of arms show the tapering disial

arm tips of slight cuneate shapes typical of the

cromyocrinids. Thickness of the plates, narrow
ambulacra! grooves, strong external convexity

and slight cuneate shape of the brachials is similar

to that of uniserial brachials in the
Cromyocrinidae. However, cup plates lack the

impressed sutures typical of smooth plated

cromvocrinids with uniserial arms (Webster
(

1981).

The single anal and multiple arms reflect an

advanced evolutionary condition This is the first

cromyocrinid hearing uniserial arms to be re

nised with more than 10 amis, whereas many
hiserial armed cromyocriniods have 12 to ! 9 arms
(Webster, 1981).

Evolution of Minilyacrinus is uncertain, per-

haps through Cromyocrinus\ Goleocrimis or

Mooreocrinusby increase in arm number, reduc-

tion of the number of anals in the cup and increase

in depth of the basal invagination. Evolution from
Moapacrinus would only require increase in arm
number.

The Cromyocrinidae is an Early Carboniferous

to Early Permian family with greatest generic mk\

specific diversity in the Late Carboniferous
(Webster, 1981). They have been reported from

North and South America and Eurasia. Webster

(1981 ) considered all Permian forms from Timor,

Russia and India previously referred to the

cromyocrinids to belong to an unnamed genus or

genera of non-cromyocrinid stock. Only two
cromyocrinids, Moapacrinus and an unnamed
genus, arc of Permian age. Both are from the

southwestern United States, have only one anal,

and the 10 arms are uniserial on Moapacrinus but

unknown on the unnamed genus (Webster, 198 1 ).

Minilyacrinus is the first cromyocrinid from
Western Australia. The partial set of 10 arms

identified as Potcriocrinidac gen ind. ct. spec.

nov. ind. (Wanner, 1949, pi. 3, fig. 3 1) from Timor
probably belongs to a cromyocrinid.

Supcrfamily ERISOCRINOIDEAWachsmulh
& Springer, 1886

Family GRAPHIOCRINrDAEWachsmuth &
Springer. 188G

Tapinocrinus Webster. I

Type Species
Tapinocrinus macurdaiW ehster, 19JS7 from the

Artinskian Callytharra Formation, W.A
original designation.

Tapinocrinus spinosus Webster, 1990
(Fig. he)

Material
WAM9I.696 from the Wandagec Formation, north

side Minilya River, Coolkilya Pool area, Wandagee
Station. Western Australia: collected by H. Cole>

Remarks
A second specimen of Tapinocrinus spinosus,

42 5mmlong, 20.1 mmwide, shows the delicate

shape and pointed apex of the fully enclosed

crown. A very fine shagreen ornamentation is

preserved along the arm sutures on brachials of the

D ray. This is not preserved on the specimen
reported by Webster (1990)

SuperfamilvTEXACRINOIDEAvStrimple, 1961

Family TEXACRJNIDAEStrimple, 1961
Texacrinus Moore & Plummer, 1940

Typh Species
Texacrinus gracilis Moore & Plummer, 194(1

from the Middle Pennsylvanian, Millsap Lake
Formation, Texas; by original designation.

Texacrinus gonr.hcnsis sp nov

16}

Etymology
For the Gooch Range.

Material
Hototypc UWAFI 13337, n crown cblfcctcd by Chris

HeaiMc paratypc UWA113099 collected bj John Wil-

liamson from QML770.

Diagnosis
Ornament granulosc.

DESCRIPTION
Crown small, weakly outflared, ana! sac un-

known, granulose ornament on cup plates and

proximal brachials. Dorsal cup small, low bowl-

shape, nearly three times wider than high, wtdesl

at radial summit, moderately deep basal invagina-

tion, sutures flush lo gently impressed, moderate

pits j\ apices Of basals and radials. IBB small,

confined to basal imagination, covered by

proximal columnats, probably downflared. BB 5.

wider than long, tumid, forming walls of invagina-

tion proximally, basal plane of cup meduilrj

lowci pat i of gently outflaring walls of cup distal-

ly, distal lip incurved, posterior basal may be
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FIG. 17. A-D, Texacrinus gascoynemis sp. nov., posterior, basal, BC interray and B ray views of holotype

WAM91.698. X I . E-G, Texacrinus hanhnant'tisis sp. nov., basal, BC intcrrav and posterior views of holotype

CPC30683, X1.5.

truncated distaliy for anal X. RR5, approximately

twice as wide as long, mildly convex transversely

and longitudinally, tumid, outdared. Radial facets

plenary, sloping outward gently, with well de-

veloped transverse ridge, outer ligament pit and

muscle fields. Anals 3 in primitive or modified

primitive arrangement, variable in relative sizes.

Radianal pentagonal or hexagonal, may or may
not adjoin D radial, longer than wide. Anal X

longer than wide, 0.5-0.67 below radial summit,

adjoining one tube plate distaliy. Right tube plate

small, proximal 1/3 below radial summit, adjoin-

ing one tube plate distaliy. IBrr one per ray, wider

than long, constricted distaliy, strongly convex

transversely, unequal in length (A ray longest),

axillary. IIBrr to VIBrr slightly cuneate, equi-

dimensional to wider than long, branching on 4th

or 5th brachial in each series. First branch
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FIG. 18. A, Galateacrituts australis sp. nov. }
anal view of holotype UWAFJ1 33SK, x 1 , B, Family and genus

unlet., lateral view of set of arms QMF21469, X 1.6. C,D, Timorechinid indet., lateral views of set of arms,

QMF21468, X1.6.

isotomous, thereafter heterotomous bi-ex-

otomous, 30 to 50 arms. Stem round, columnals

thin heteromorphic type II pattern proximal])',

thicker heteromorphic type I pattern distally, latus

convex, non-cirriferous, lumen pentagonal.

Mkasurements (mm)

Holotype

UWA113387

Paratype

JWA113385

Crown length 29.9 (incomplete) 35

Crown width 32.8(at IIIBri -

Cup height 4.3 3.6

Cup width ] l.S (average) 9.9

Basal length 2.6 2.6

Basal width 3j6 3.6

Radial length 2.9 3.3

Radial width 6.0 5.9

IBrl length 4.4 3.3

IBrl width 6.0 4.5

Diam.proximal

colu mnal

2,2 2.3

REMARKS
The holotype is a crushed crown lacking the

distal parts of the arms with the anals in primitive

arrangement; the radianal is in oblique position

not in contact with the D radial. Weathering of the

paratype has removed all except one primibrachial

and distal parts of the arms of two rays. The
paratype has anals in a slightly advanced arrange-

ment; the radianal adjoins the D radial separating

anal X from the CDbasal. The slightly advanced

arrangement of the anals has been reported in aJl

species previously assigned to the genus suggest-

ing thai it has been a fairly stable genetic character

since the middle Pennsylvanian.

Texacrinus has been reported from middle Pen-

nsylvanian to Early Permian strata of the United

States (Webster, 1 973 ) Variables within the fami-

ly are degree of suture impression (slight to

moderate), depth of basal invagination (slight to

deep), development of apical pits (not present to

moderately deep), cup shape (slightly globose to

weakly outdared low to medium bowl), and
brachial form (nearly flat to strongly convex
transversely; rectilinear to slightly cuneate, very
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FIG. 19. Skaiocnnus granulosus Webster, 1990. A, C
ray view of WAM91.669 showing bi-exotomous

branching pattern, Xl.6. B, lateral view of
WAM91.668 showing recurved anal tube and interior

of some arms, X 1.6. C,D, lateral and posterior views

of WAM91 .694, X 1 .6; note anal tube on interior of

lateral view. E, lateral view of WAM91.671 showing

recurved anal tube and proximal pinnules, X 1.3.
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short to short). Where known, the aims branch

M exotornous after an initial isotomous division.

Wc consider T. interruptus, T. irradiatus and T.

yiwipactus named by Strimple ( 1952) and all from
the Francis Shale of Oklahoma to be one species

showing slight to moderate variation in many of

the cup features listed above. We select T. ir-

radiatus to be the senior synonym because (he

holotypc is a more complete individual and inter-

mediate in the range of variation.

TexacrinuS gooch&nsis extends the geographic

range of the genus to Western Australia and is the

first species named with granulose 01 nament

Texacrinus hardmanensis sp. uov.

(Fig. 17E-G)

Etymology
For Mount Hardman.

Material
Holotypc CPC30683, a partial cicmi. from the

Taiariafl Chcrrabun Member. Hardman Formation, Bl

Mi. Hardman, Canning Basin. BMRlocalities KLB 1 1.

Diagnosis
Anals in intermediate position with proximal

lips of anal X and radianal below summit; arms

elongate.

Description
Crown elongate (68.5mm, slightly incomplete),

cylindrical, widest at radial summit, no arm girdle,

fine vermiform to granular ornamentation on all

plates, crushed slightly normal to plane of sym-

metry. Cup bowl-shaped, wider (16.3>nm

average) than high (9.7mm), base invaginated,

sutures shallowly impressed, Shallow apical pits.

IBB 5?, covered, small, probably downflared, not

visible in lateral view. BB 5, wider than long (C

basal 6,4mm wide* 5.9mm long)., gently convex

uansversely, moderately convex longitudinally,

forming base of cup proximally; CD basal trun-

cated distally for radianal. RR 5, wider (8.9mm)
than long (6.3mm), gently convex- Radial facets

plenary, subhorizontal, narrow gape. Anals 3, in

intermediate, position. Radianal large, 4.4mm
long, 3.8mm wide, in line of radials. Anal X and

righl tube plate subcqual> 2.5mm wide. 2.4mm
long, proximal ends barely below radial summit,

c-iich adjoining one tube plate distally. IBrrone per

wider (9.7mm) than long (5.2mm), slightly

convex longitudinally, modciatcly convex
transversely, axillary ItBrr, MBrr, lVBrr and

VBrr rectilinear, wider than long, strongly convex
transversely, branch on *>ih ro 8ih brachial ui eac h

series, First branching isotomous, thereafter

hctcrotomous bi-exotomous, minimum of 10 arms
per ray Pinnules slender, borne by alternating

branchiate. Stem pentagonal.

Remarks
The ciown was enclosed in a quartz wackestone.

It had been crushed slightly by compaction. Ir-

regular caleitc cementation of the matrix and

hydrous iron oxide cementation and replacement

of plate edges along some sutures made prepara-

tion difficult.

The Specimen is an advanced member of

Texacrinus with the most elongate slender arms

known within the genus. It probably evolved irom
7". goochensiv by elongation of the brachials and
modification of the anals. It is one of the ihrw
youngest known Palaeozoic crinoids.

Texacrinna gaseoynensis sp. nov

(Fig. 17A-D)

Etymology
For the Gaseoync River.

Material
Holotypc WAM91.698, from the Artiusfci.tr.

Cundlcgo or Wandagee Formation on Jimba Jiinba

Station, Carnarvon Basin. Exact horuon and tocalit)

unknown.

Diagnosis
Radial facets pcneplenary: anals in a near ad-

vanced position with only proximal most tip-. •!

anal X and right tube plate below radial summit.

Description
Crown, robust, moderately short, 56.9mm long,

average 37.4mm wide, cy linorieal. Cup moderate

bowl-shaped, large* 1 0.0mm high, average

33.7mm wide: basal invagination 12.4mm
diameter, 4.0mm deep, sutures flush; shagreen

ornamentation. IBB 5?, covered, small, confined

lo basal invagination, probably downflared. BB 5,

large, wider (12.9mm) than long (10.0mm),

strongly convex longitudinally, mildly convex
transversely, forming basal plane of cup; CDbxvil

imncatcd distally foi radianal. RR5, large, nearly

twice as wide (17.6mm) as long (9.0mm), gently

convex longitudinally and transversely, mildly

outflaring. Radial facets peneplcnary with narrow

notch, sloping gently outward. Radianal large,

slightly wider (8.1mm) than long (7.8mm), ad-

joined dislally by aAal X and light tube plate

proximal most tips of which are below radial

summit. IBrr one per ray. pentagonal, wicier
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FIG. 20. CymbiocrinUS cherrahunensis sp. nov. A, D ray arm showing cuneate brachials, X 1. B-D, posterior. C
ray and basal views of hololype CPC30684, X 0.75. E,F, internal and external views of paratype basal QMF21480,
X2.

(14.5mm) than long (6.7mm), constricted distally,

strongly convex transversely, gently convex lon-

gitudinally, axillary. IIBrr to VTIBrr rectilinear,

wider than long, moderately convex transversely,

straight to gently convex longitudinally; brachials

number 2 IIBr; 3 IIIBr, 4 IVBr, 4 or 5 VBr, 5 VIBr,

3 or 4 VII Br, unknown number of VIII Br. First

branching isotomous, all others heterotomous bi-

exotomous; minimum 14 arm per ray. Anal sac

unknown, probably short. Stem round transverse-

ly, heteromorphic. Latus strongly convex; axial

canal round.

Remarks
This nearly complete crown is replaced with

hydrous iron oxides and weathered a deep fcr-

ruginus red. It was embedded in a medium-
grained quartz wackestone and slightly

compressed normal to the A-CD axis. The radial

facets are peneplenary and distinguish it within the

genus. If the base of the anal X and right lube plate

were any higher they would be out of the cup and

the form would be considered to have a single

anal.

Consideration was given to designating a new
genus based on the combination of the peneplen-

ary facets and near single anal condition. Until the

single anal condition is established we prefer to

retain this form in Texacrinus.

Galateacrinus Moore, 1940

Type Species
G. stevensi Moore, 1940 from the middle Pen-

nsylvanian Oologah Limestone of Oklahoma; by
original designation.

Galateacrinusaustralis sp. nov.

(Fig. 18 A)

Etymology
Latin australis, southern.
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A

FIG. 21. Jimhacrinus donncllyensis sp. nov A, posterior view of holotypc CPC30685, *4. B, lateral view of

weathered paratype crown with amis splayed CPC30690. X3. C. oblique view of infrabasal circlet and basal

invagination of paratype CPC30686 on same slab as A, X 3.5. D, posterior views of paratypes CPC306H7 (right)

and CPC30688 (left) with Stomiocrinus trierllnlelghensH sp, nov, paratypes CPC30674 (to left of stem, OJicm
below base of CPC30688) and CPC30675 (extreme bottom right comer), x 3.
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Material
Holotype UWAF113388 from QML770.

Diagnosis
Cup low bowl-shaped, lacking radial notches;

brachials very short, locally becoming biserial

within the uniserial arms.

Description
Crown tall (85.9mm incomplete) moderately

outflaring (55.3mm wide at IBn), anal sac stout.

Dorsal cup low bowl-shape, nearly discoid, twice

as wide (33.3mm maximum) as high (16mm
diameter); sides widely outflaring; wide deep

basal invagination (9.9mm); coarse vermiform(?)

ornamentation; sutures weakly impressed. IBB
restricted to invagination, probably downflared,

not exposed if preserved. BB 5, large, CD8.8mm
long, 10.2mm wide, moderately convex lon-

gitudinally, gently convex transversely, proximal

ends in basal invagination, widely outflared dis-

tally, forming basal plane of cup; CDbasal trun-

cated distally for adjoining anal X. RR 5, large,

wider (15.5mm) than long (9.6mm), outflared

widely; radial facets plenary, sloping strongly out-

ward. Anals 3, primitive arrangement, distal 1/3

of anal X and right tube plate above radial summit.

Radianal pentagonal, in oblique position, slightly

longer (7.9mm) than wide (6.7mm); adjoining C
radial, BC and CD basals, anal X and right tube

plate. Anal X hexagonal, longer than wide
(8.5x6.2mm), adjoins one tube plate distally.

Right tube plate hexagonal(5.5x5.5mm). IBrr

1/ray, wider than long (15.5x6.2mm), moderately

convex transversely and longitudinally, axillary.

IIBrr to VIBrr strongly convex transversely, wider

than long, cuneate with local biserial brachials.

First branch isotomous, thereafter heterotomous

bi-exotomous. Second branching on IIB1T4 r 5,

third through sixth branch on 6th to 8th brachial

in the series; 12 arms per ray. Pinnules, anal sac

and column not preserved.

Remarks
Only the Cand D rays and adjoining parts of the

dorsal cup are exposed and perhaps the only parts

preserved. Its lack of radial notches and posses-

sion of cuneate brachials leave it transitional be-

tween the Texacrinidae (lacking radial notches

with rectilinear to cuneate brachials), and the

Galateacrinidae (with radial notches and cuneate

brachials). The radial notches of the

Galateacrinidae are formed by the very bulbous

nature of the radials as the facets are actually

plenary but adoral of the aboreal tumidity. Thus
the Galateacrinidae are separated from the

Texacrinidae on the shape of the cup, discoid vs

low bowl respectively, not the length of the radial

facet as the presence of radial notches tends to

imply. We question if this is of sufficient dif-

ference to justify family separation.

This is the first record of a Galateacrinus in

Australia. The genus has previously been reported

only from the middle Pennsylvanian to Early Per-

mian of the United States (Webster, 1973, 1977,

1986). The low bowl shaped cup, lack of radial

notches and short brachials which locally become
biserial readily distinguish G. australis from all

other species of the genus.

Skaiocrinus Webster, 1990

Type Species

Skaiocrinus granulosus Webster, 1990 from the

Artinskian Wandagee Formation, Minilya River;

by original designation.

Skaiocrinus granulosus Webster, 1990
(Fig. 19)

Skaiocrinus granulosus Webster, 1990:66, pi. 2, figs

15-17.

Material
Cup WAM91.684; 6 partial crowns, WAM91.668,

91.669, 91.671, 91.692, 91.694, 91.696 and 3 sets of

arms WAM91.670, 91.691, 91.693 from the Artinskian

Wandagee Finn, Minilya River, collected by H. Coley.

Remarks
Several morphological features not visible or

showing variation not recognisable on the original

study material (Webster, 1990) are shown on the

new specimens. Cup morphology is quite consis-

tent with the exception of the width of the radial

facets. On the holotype they are nearly plenary but

must be considered peneplenary, whereas they are

plenary or very nearly plenary with slight varia-

tion on all new specimens. Arms may branch up

to 8 times (WAM91.692), resulting in 9 arms in

one half ray and 90 arms for the crown if branch-

ing is uniform and maximum in all rays. Pinnules

are very slender, taper slightly until the distal

termination, have a medial longitudinal ridge,

begin on the first secundibrach, and contain 9

plates in proximal pinnules. The slender tegmen

is formed of small polygonal plates with flush

sutures, no appearant transverse or longitudinal

alignment of plates and is recurved. The column
is heteromoprhic Type 11 pattern.

Based on the peneplenary radial facets, Webster

(1990) assigned Skaiocrinus to the
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Pachylocrinidae noting exotomous arm braching

and similarity to the Texacrinidae. The genus is

here transferred to the Texacrinidae because most

of the new specimens show plenary facets.

No formation was known for the original study

material. Newspecimens are from the Wand/agce
Formation, in a calcareous siltstone to medium-
grained quartz wackestone. Cementation is

generally weak but may include hydrous iron

oxides which are difficult to remove when prepar-

ing specimens. Natural weathering exposed most

of the features described above.

Family CYMBIOCRINIDAEStrimple & Wat-
kins, 1969

CymbiocrinusKirk, 1944

Species
(\mbiocrinux romingeri Kirk, 1944 from the

early Chesterian St. Genevieve Limestone of

Alabama; by original designation.

RbMARKS
The Cymbiocrinidae may be divided into 2

groups with differing arm structures f _

biofrinus, Aenignwcrinus, Oklahomacrinus and
Alhsocrinus, have c u n c a t e brachials.

hasicrinus, Aesiocrinus, Paracymbiocrirms

and Proallosocrinus have rectilinear brachials.

Berth groups appear in the Chesterian and range

into the Virgilian in the United States. They
probably had differing ancestral lineages and may
represent different families. Additional investiga-

tion of the Cymbiocrinidae is required to properly

resolve these problems.

Cymbiocrinuscherrabunensis Sp, nov.

20)

Etymology
For the Cherrabun Member.

Material
Holotype, CPC30684, a crown from the Tatar-ian

Cherrabun Member, Hardman Formation, east side of

Mt Hardman, Canning Basin. Coll JM.Dickins.

Paratype QMF214S0from QML772.

Diagnosis
Primanal large; 11 arms incurlcd distal!;,

.

DESCRIPTION
Crown 72mmlong (ai nis cuilod distally), 75mm

wide, inflated pear-shaped with incurlcd d

% no surface ornament. Cup medium bowl-
shaped, wider (27 3mm) than high (ll-Smm).

walls outflared, base shallowly invaginated, su-

tures impressed, moderately deep apical pits. IBB
5, small, kite-shaped, 4.8mm long, 4.7mm wide,

downflared, not visible in lateral view of cup. BB
5, large, 10.0mm long, 10.8mm wide, inflated,

moderately convex transversely and longitudinal-

ly. RR 5, wider (14.3mm) than long (8.8mm),

outflared, gently convex transversely and lon-

gitudinally Radial facet plenary, bearing

transverse ridge and outer ligament pit, slightly

gaped. IBrr two per ray, moderately convex
transversely, constricted distally. lBrj.

trapezoidal, wider (14.3mm) than long (3.7mm)
IBr2 triangular, 6.6mm wide 5.3mm long, axilla

I

y
All other brachials, unless axillary, strongly

cuneate, bearing one slender pinnule each on al

tcrnatc sides of arm. Arms 11? all branching
isotomous, Proximal eolumnal pentagonal,

4.5mm diameter, latus convex. Crenularium
row, culmina short, coarse. Areola wide, flat

Axial canal subpenlagonaL

RliMARKS
Assignment to Cymbiochnus is based on cup

shape, single anal, cuneate brachials, and branch-

ing on the second primibrachial. A third arm on

the C ray (branching on the first secundibrachi.i'.

abanally) is not typical of the genus. It is uncertain

if this represents an evolutionary development or

a variant. The bulbous basals show affinity to the

calceohspongiid, Jimbacrittus, however Lhe eal-

ceolispongiids have inflated basals, 5 atomous

arms and most commonly a vesiigal stem-

Hydrous iron oxides have Teplaced all plates and

the crown is embedded in a coarse-grained quart/

wacke\tone. The delicate arms are incurl-ed dis

tally bu: visible in the natural weath
specimen, It is interpreted to have lived in orncur

the burial site on a sandy substrate.

Family TIMORECHINlDAEJaekcl, 1918

Timorechinid gen, bidet (Kg. 18CJD)

Material
QMKM468apaiUu: sol .1 au. I ,.QML770.

Remarks
A small incomplete set of arms (25.0mm long)

with 3 scries d brachials shows 2 ESOtOII

ngs, Brachials arc wider than long

proximally, cquidimensional medially, longer

than wide disially. strongly convex external];.

slighily cuiwMtc. Axilla/y brachials (5-7 in middle

scries] have a central upward and oulwau!
directed short spine. Most spines are broken off
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and the weathered fracture is sometimes difficult

to detect. Isolated spinose axillary brachials

probably belonging to this specimen are

moderately common at Callytharra Springs.

Proximal series of brachials twice width (3.9 mm)
of middle series (1.9mm); distal series (1.1 mm
wide) >l/2 width of middle series. Except for

spines on axils and smaller size, this set of arms is

similar to Notiocrinus timoricus Wanner (1924a,

pi. 12, figs 18,19) from Basleo, Timor.

Because the branching pattern cannot be deter-

mined and the cup is lacking, the arms are ques-

tionably referred to Timorechinidae, with iso-

tomous and heterotomous biendotomous arms.

G

FIG. 22. A-F, Baryschyr? carnarvonensis sp. nov. A,

weathered mediam stem pluricolumnal, paratype
QMF2I470, X0.8. B, weathered distal stem
pluricolumnal with multiple cirral facets, paratype

QMF21471, X0.8. C, deeply weathered medial stem

pluricolumnal, paratype QMF21472, X 1.5. D,E, ar-

ticular facet and lateral view of distal stem of

pluricolumnal holotype CPC30693, X 1. F, weathered

medial stem pluricolumnal paratype CPC30694, X 1.

G, Barycrinid? indet., weathered exterior surface of

pluripentamere, QMF21437, X2 (see Fig. 12G for

internal view). This specimen placed here for com-
parison of weathering characters.

Superfamily CALCEOLISPONGIOIDEA
Teichert, 1954

FamilyCALCEOLISPONGIIDAF7eichert,1954
Jimbacrinus Teichert, 1954

Type Species

Jimbacrinus bostocki Teichert, 1954 from the

Artinskian Cundlego Formation, Western
Australia; by original designation.

Jimbacrinus donnellyensis sp. nov.

(Fig. 21)

Etymology
For Donnelly's Well.

Material
Holotype CPC30685, paratypes CPC30686-30691
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from the upper part of the Arlinskian Bulgadoo Forma-

tion in the type section near Donnelly's Well.

Description
Crown small, pear-shaped, arms incurled distal-

ly. Cup bowl-shaped, walls subvertical, base

slightly invaginated, moderately deep apical pits.

IBB 5, kite-shaped, longer than wide, proximal ly

downflared, distally upflared, visible in lateral

view of cup. BB 5, hexagonal, subequal to wider

than long, proximally sub-horizontal, distally

upflared becoming subvertical at distal tip; CD
basal heptagonal, truncated distally for primanal.

RR S, pentagonal, wider than long, subvertical,

bear shallow medial longitudinal depression.

Radial facet plenary, bearing transverse ridge,

outer ligament pit and marginal shelf. Primanal

large, longer than wide, proximal 2/3 in radial

circlet, adjoins 2 tegmen plates distally. Arms 5,

atomous. Brachials rectilinear proximally,
cuncatc distally, strongly convex transversely,

concave longitudinally, bearing faint longitudinal

ridges after 3rd or 4th brachial; IBq bearing two
coarse slightly diverging laterally projecting blunt

nodes. Pinnules large, elongate, one per brachial

on alternate sides of arm. Stem pentagonal in

section proximally; latus convex; heteromorphic

type 1 pattern; distally round, homeomorphic,
bearing lew short cirri. Axial canal round.

Measurements (mm)

Si oo

Crown height 16.7 11.5

Crown width 12.5* 15.2*

Cup hciizhi 4 1 4.3

Cup width 6.1 -

Diameter IBB 7.1

IBB length 1.9* 1.9* 3.4*

IBB width 1.8 1.7 3.1

BB length 2.5 2.2

BB width 3.1 2.2

RR length 2.3 2.0

RRwidth 3.1 2.9

Primanal length 1.8 1.7

Primanal width 1.6 1.6

Columnal diameter 1.4 1.4 1.6

F

G^

FIG. 23. Neoschisma verrucosum Wanner, 1924b. A,B<

CradialsQMF21481 and21482, X 10 and X 6. respec-

tively. C,D, oral and lateral views of D radial

QMF214S3, X5 and X6, respectively. E,F, external

and internal views of epideltoid QMF21484. X 7. G,H,
external and internal views ofhypodelloid QMF21485.

X4,

*esti mated
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Remarks
This description is a composite based on the 7

specimens, Tb&holoiype has a well preserved cup,

proximal most column and C ray arm but exposed

nasals have been rounded by solution. One
paratype (Fig, 21Q shows the infntbasal circlet

and prominent protrusion on the basals. Two
specimens (Fig. 21 A3) have well preserved

brachials one and two, and two other specimens

(Fig 2 ID) have well preserved columnals show-
ing the gradation from the pentagonal to round

sections within approximately one centimeter of

the cup. Weathering has etched the surface of most

specimens producing nodes and grooves which
could he mistaken for ornamentation unless all

specimens arc considered.

Unlike most species of Calceolospongia that

rested on the substrate with extended basals

(Teicherl, 1949), Jimhacrinus lived above the

substrate supported by the stem (Tcichcrt, 1954).

All plates except the basals of J, donnellycrtsts are

relatively thin and the crown is small relative to

the Mem, these features surest jn devuteJ life

habit.

This is the third species of Jimhacrinus recog-

nised and it is the oldest. It is easily distinguished

from 7. bostocki and J. miniiyaetisis by the wider
basal plane ;md suWiorizonulK directed basal

protuberances. /, bostocki probably evolved from
J. donnellyensis by development of the central

spme on the basals

Family and genus imlet.

(Fig. I SB)

Material
QMP21 469 n partial set of arms from QML770.

Remarks
This set of arms includes parts of 4 half(?) rays

which could be a part or parts of one to three rays.

The brachials are: moderately (proximal ly) to

slightly (disially) wider than long; externally

strongly convex transversely; bearing a medial

longitudinal ridge terminating distally in a very

short spine directed upward and outward, ;md

moderately (proximally) to strongly (distally)

cuneate. Brachials are slightly offset giving arms
a slightly zigzag appearance, which is enhanced
by the alternating direction of the medial
ridge/spine. IsotomousendotmruMiMoi eXOtOIHOUti

branching occurs twice on two of the partial rays

and possibly a third time on one. A slender pinnule

articulates with the branchial at the distal end of

the medial ridge aborcal to the spine

Classification of this specimen is uncertain. The

zigzag brachials resemble some genera of the

Decadocrinoidca, but they only have 10 arms,

isotomously branching on the first or second

primibrachial. Four superfamilies of the

poteriocrininids include genera with endotomou.s

or exotomous branching. The Hydieionocruioidea

have biserial arms and given no further considera-

tion. The Pirasocrinoidea typically have spine

rings Capping the anal sac, brachials are rectilineal

to faintly cuneate, and few genera are actually

known to have endotomous or exotomous branch-

ing . Linocrinux, 7 holocr'uius and Exocrima, of tl ic

Zeacrinitoidca have ray ridges or cuneate
brachials but all lack the zigzag offset of the

brachials. Only Lmocrinus, has both ray ridges

and cuneate brachials. Cuneate brachials ate char-

acteristic to several genera of the Texacrinoidca.

rorrinu.s ornatus Moore, 1940 has medial

ridges terminated in short spines on cuneate

brachials, but the brachials are not offset.

Lacking proximal parts of the arms and the cup

the specimen is left in open nomenclature. It is

illustrated to show recognised diversity in the

advanced poteriocrinid faunas from the Callythar-

ra Formation. The branchials and branching pat-

tern aie sufficiently distinct to offer correlation

potential if similar specimens are found else-

wbeie.

lily CYCLOMISCHIDAEMoore &
Jeffords. 1968

Baryschyr Moore & Jeffords, 1965!

i loiti 4cm Foord. 1300, p. J04, pl.4\ fig,!!.

Enlatgcd conoid stcm-ponionsEthcridgc,1903.
|

pMtJqp 1-9

TYPESPECIES
Daryschynmostis Moore & Jeffords, 1968 from

the Pumpkin Creek Limestone Member, Dornick

Hills Formation, Pcnnsylvanian of Oklahoma; by

original designation.

Baryschyr? cur-nan oncosis sp. nov.

(Fig. 22A-I0

HiMOLOGV
For the Carnarvon Basin.

Material
Molotype CPC30693, paratypes CPC30n94,

QMF21470, 2147 1.21474 from QML770,QMF2»472,
21473 from QML757 and 368 specimens as follows

QMF21588(1 1 specimens) from QML757.QMF21589

(25) from QML76S, QMF21590 (It) from QML769,
OMI-71591 (201) from QML770. BMRF1643 (28)
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FIG. 24. Neoschisma extension sp. nov. A, fragment of a C radial QMF21486, X 2. B, small radial QMF21487,
X5. C,D, a fragmentary and a complete D radial QMF21488 and 21489. X3. E, fragmentary articulated theea

NMVP 1 27 198, X 2.5. F, large basal plate QMF21 490, X 2.5. G,H, oblique lateral and lateral views of large radial

QMF21491, X2. 1,J, oblique lateral and lateral views of radial QMF21492, X2.5 and X2, respectively.

BMRF1644 (5), BMRF17226 (55), BMRF1760I (3),

BMRF19385 (4), BMRF19386 (6), BMRCC139(12),

BMRG259(3)and BMRGW84(4).

Description
Proximal columnuis unknown; medial eolum-

nals homeomorphic to heteromorphic type J; cir-

rifcrous distal columnals hcleromorphic type I,

Columnals circular in transverse section, axial

canal pentagonal. Articulum wide, full facet width

with no areola to nearly full facet width with

narrow areola sloping into axial canal. Oilmen
Fine, branching isotomously at midwidth to distal

1/4 of articulum, 40 per cm at mid width of ar-

ticulum. Symplexy articulation. Latus smooth,

straight. Axial canal narrows at moderately con-

vex claustrum on each columnal. Cirri circular in

transverse section, articulum like columnal ar-

ticulum. Cirral scars aligned in part, may give

columnal a rough pentagonal section, overlap I

then 2 adjacent columnals as growth increases;

cirri scars increase in size distally.

Remarks
Large plurieolumnals, 5. 0-9, 4cm long and 1.7*

2.4cm diameter are especially common in ex-

posures of the basal part of the Callytharra

Formation throughout the Carnarvon Basin. They
have been collected for many years and are present

in most major museum collections throughout

Australia. The first illustrations of these colum-

nals was by Foord (1890) followed by Etheridge

(1903) who reported infestations of endophytic

fungus on some stem segments. More recently

Welsh (1976) has demonstrated that these infesta-

tions and others referred to myzostomids by Warn
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(1974), among othciv, arc caused by Phasphan-

nulus.

Considerable morphologic and diagenelic

variation occurs in the plurieolumnals of B.l cat*

nurxonensis. Many plurieolumnals lack cirri

whereas others have a few and others many. Those
with cirri show a progradation of increasing size

or" i lie facet disially and a corresponding alignment

of the facet and more pentagonal transverse sec-

tion of the columnals with the larger facet sizes.

I lelcromorphic noditaxial patterns change distal-

lv. Proximal patterns are 2 or 3 intcrnodals be-

tween nodals in fairly regular repetitions. Disially

intcrnodals are fewer and occur infrequently, one

every 3 to 7 nodals. The distal irregular noduaxis
.tun correspond to the mast cirri ferous

plurieolumnals

Weathering of the plinieuliimnals is greatest

along articular facets resulting in plurieolumnals

with a V-shaped or cog-shaped latus and what

appears to be impressed sutures. Weathering on
some specimens has been deep and results in

iiregulaily shaped transverse cross-sections. The
large axial canal Collapsed mulct compile ion. after

burial and many plurieolumnals appear clli

in transverse section.

Class BLASTOiDEA

The only descriptions of Western Austialian

Permian Mastoids have been those of Brenner &
Maeurda (1 972) who named the fissieulatcs Al--.-

rlusmu ausirah and Naiohlustus Mellaril and
identified the Timorese species Thawrutiobhistits

lorn gra nuts Wanncr, 1924b in Western \usirjlia

and Breimer (1983) where the detailed specks
nplions were provided Apart from providing

further information an each of these a new
Spitaculaie species is described and Ihe Timorese

species Neoschisma verruscosum is pecortted in

W.A. Apart fioin this specific match all have

generic links to Timer suggesting u close

^graphical link between the two areas.

Order FISSICULATA Jacfcel. 1921

Family NEOSCHISMAT1DAEWanner, IWO

iltwr & Macurda (1972) discussed fissieu-

late phylogcny in great detail having established

their classification apparently phenetically. All

the fissiculaU'.v described herein are Assigned rO

the Neoschism3tidac following Brcimcr &
Macurda. The only comment regarding inter-

geitevje tdatiODShipfl Concerns tlie placement of

Pterotoblastus. Although placed in the
Codatferidae by Wanner (1940) and by Breimer

& Macurda (1972) Fterotobloslus appears to have
quite a deal in common with various ncoschis-

matids, in pamem.-n hniohlostus. The mnjoi di>

Anguishing feature appears to be the reduction in

the number of slits per hydrospire field and loss u
I"

slits on the anal deltoid in Pteroroblaslus. Breimer

& Macurda (1972) made an emphatic poini ih;a

"Hydrospire structures of neosehismatids are cs-

senlially unchanged; , There is no Irend FOft

teduetion in the number of hydrospire slits, neither

in regular, nor in anal hydrospire groups", How-
ever, their further discussion ofhydrospires in the

Family K-vr.alsan abundance of slits in thecal

representative, ffadtoblastus, and several of the

Permian genera but in several species, effective

reductions are recorded According to Breimer St

Macurada (1972, p. 346} these reductions are ef-

fected through filling ol the slits by secondary

calcile deposits. I _.n\ Timurobiastv,\

form with most ui its slit* completely close*! off

by seeoiu l.uv C 8 Icifc - Pftroioblasius has more s' i i s

than Tituoh.'biii.itiu- and the small number in each
genus COUld be fltfC 10 fhe same process, caleitc

infilling of most slits. In the anal intcrray groups

of slits, Neoschisma contains one species

approximate!} die .same number of slits as

anal groups because the hypodeltoid bears

numerous slits; a second species bos a greatly

reduced niuinVi whe»e the h\ po.L'koid doCS not

bear slits. In Natabfastus there are 1-5 slits in each
anal hydmspiu: field. 11ns is glglMftCZUlth fcWCT

than in anal I iritis of ceiia:

genera where slits arc pre both epi- and

hyppdeHuids Even in NolobJustus
t

\ cortotiu.%

(McKcllar, 1969] has 5 slits per group in Ihe D
inlcrray.fV mr/n7 (Wanner, Iy40)and/V %tethtri$

have J and .V. brevlspinus has 2. Therefore, we
Dun&idet thai ihe difference between 2 aud tliis

in the anal group no more significant than that

between 5 and 3. Wesuggest that PieJVtoblastuS

I'K'i 25 N'ci)xchi.\tmt cxtenxum sp. nov. A,B, external and internal views ul deltoid QMF21493, <4. CD, extendi

and internal views of holotypc hypodeltoid QMF2J404, >:'4. E.F, externa] and internal views of small deltoid

QMF2149S, X 7 and X 6, respectively. Q, external view of small deltoid QMKM4%.X0. 11,1, internal ami

external views of hypodeltoid QMP2 1 407, X 4. J-L t internal. Internal oblfqttc and external views of large di

W*Hh lunCd Still BttUChcd OMF2>498, > 4 M N. ini«-m.'.l ' Hi) view of brge deltoid QMF2149L1

O,]*, external and internal views uf deltoid QMF2I5U0 K4 and X5.Q.K
r

Internal and external views of rjdtdid

OMF2I5UI, >
I
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may be more correctly classified with the essen-

tially Permian Southern Hemisphere group, the

Neoschismatidae.

Neoschisma Wanner. 1924b

Typc Species
.V. vL-rntcosum Wanner, 1924b from the Per-

mian Of Timor; by original designation.

Neoschisma verrucosuru Wanner. 1924b
(Fig. 23)

Ntosthimm VtrrUCOStfm Wanner. I924h7, pi '09.

figs 0,10;

Neuachisma verrucosus Wanner; Breimcr & Macur-

da, 1972:3 1 , pi. 1 ", Hg.5; pl.20. fig.7

Nty/St ht,\mu ttit.wivlr Breimcr & Macurda, 1972:31,

pi. IV, !'igs 6,7. | nun figs 1*4.81

Nroschisma vcrructmim WannenBreimcr, 1983: 126,

pl.26, figs 5,7.9.

Neoschtsma oHStrale Breimcr & Macurda; Macurda,

1983: pl.27. Jig. 2 (only); p!.28, figs 7-9, 12.

Material
Western Australia - UMMP58682(rmkuype of N

. .\iirilc) from the type section of the Callytharra For-

mation, 0.88 km west of Callytharra Springs, WA.
QMF2I485 an iiypodcltoid, QMF21484 an cpidelu>id

and QMF21481 -21483 radials from QML757.

Discussion
Breimcr & Macurda (1972) diagnosed N.

ii
r o7ra/c as having a flat rather than scalloped vault

and as having hydrospirc slits developed on both

the epi- and hypodeltoids. The surface of the vault

was a variable feature in the Callytharra collec-

tions with the depth of the V in the lop of the

radials and the convexity of the deltoids varying

with growth and among individuals of similar

size. With the relatively few specimens available

litis feature would seem unsuitable for species

separation. However, development of hydrospirc

slits on both epi- and hypodeltoids should be clear

cut. In the type species, the hypodeltoid does not

bear anv hydrospirc slits (Wanner. 1924b. pi

I

10
, fig, 10; Rreimcr & Macurda, 1972, pi. 19,

fig. 5). In the hololype of N. australe (Brenner &
Macurda, 1972, pi. 19, figs 6, 7) the hypodeltoid

is a flat, fairly upright plate, tapering adoral I v bui

not pointed, with the anal aperture an indistinct

invagination into the adoral side and with a dis-

tinct double tubercle medially on the abort] RD
margin.

Another such plate (Fig.23GJT) is now avail

able with the same shape, distinctive aboral

tubercle and ragged adoral margin. In this

specimen the protruding ragged adoral edge con-

ceals the anal aperture which is obvious on the

Internal side. The anal opening cuts through a

prominent curving ridge that runs across the plate.

A low but distinct ridge runs from near the centre

of this gap to the RDmargin towards the C side.

Moreover this specimen hears no hydrospirc silts

On this basis we assign the holotype of N. australe

and the isolated hypodeltoid mentioned above to

N. verrucasum based on the lack of hydrospire

slits on the hypodeltoid. Radials (2 C and I D
radials, Fig 23A-D) with truncated upper corners

are referable to this species also; the truncation

corresponds to the RDmargin along the hypodel-

toid

On >.hc other hand, the hypodeltoid figured by

Breimer& Macurda (1972, pi. 19. fig. l)and two
others (Fig. 25C,D,H,I) do bear numerous
hydrospirc slits. These plates represent a separate

species and Ute described below. To that species

arc also assigned several radials which may be

identified a.s having the "broad convex humped
area ' described by Breimcr & Macurda (1972,

p.32) in the hydrospirc field adjacent to the

hypodeltoid near its widest point. However, many
radiais. basals and deltoids,, from other than the

anal part of die theca arc not able to be assigned

with certainty. They arc herc assigned to .V. exteti-

sum for convenience ii

The epidcltoid (Fig.23E,Fj is assigned to this

specie • beca use the anal opening is irregular, anal

collar very low and there arc hydrospirc slits on

both its aboral extremities. Despite the consider-

able size difference between this epideltoid and

available hypodeltoids it seems to fit with the

hypodeltoid described above in that the toWColkl

IIG, 26. Notahictstus stetlarix Brcimer and Macurda. 1972, A-D, external views of deltoids QMF21502-21505.

A,B, X 7; CD X6. E, oral view of small radial QMF21506. x4. F.G, lateral and oral views »>f small radial

QMF21507, X4. H,l, oral views of radials GFC30JW7and QMF21508, X3 and X5, respectively. J,IC lateral

views of small radials QMF21 509 and 2151 0, X 4. L-N, oral view of epideltoid* QME215 1 1
-2

1 5 1

3

N 7.O,P,intcniaIandc,\ternalviewsot'laiKet0MF215l4, *7and # 10. Q. external view oflancetQMF2 15 15.

in. R, internal view of lancet QMF215 16, X9. S,T, oral and lateral oblique views of fragment of a radial with

lancet Still in place CPC30695, X4 U, fragmentary radial am! [anecl QMF2I5I7, X6 V, J'raernentary radial

CPC309G6. -3 W.\\ oral and lateral views of aiiic-atotcd but badly weathered theca NMVPJ27199, X2.5.Y7,

lateral und oral views of large radial QMF2I51K, K3»5i
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and irregular opening would fit belter with the

overhanging anal opening described above.

Neoschismaextensum p mn>

(Figs 24.25)

Neoschianui ausirat? Brcimcr & Macurda, 1972:31

1

pl.19. Tigs 1-4, s

Ntoschisma austrule Brcimcr & Macurda, Brcimcr.

1983:122, pl.27, figs |,3 12; pt.2fi, figs 1-6, 710,

iJ, 13-16; pl.30, fig.3.

ETYMOLOGY
Latin extensus, stretched out; referring to the

anal foii;ti

Material
Holoiype QMF21494. an hypodeltoid from QML760.

Paratypes hypodeltoid and D radial ( Breimer & Macur-

da, 1972, pi. 19, fig. 1), C radial (Breimer & Macurda,

1972, p. 19, Tig. 3, 4; BMRGW137), D radial (Breimer

A Macruda. 1972; pi. 19. fig. 8) NMVP127198 an

i
i
icLilated but crushed and incomplete iheca from

J' i.3m in the type section of the Callylharra Formation.

88km west of Callytharra Springs. QMF21490 I rag

mentary basal, QMF21486-21489, 21491. 21492 al-

most complete radiais, QMF21493. 21495
:i498-21501 deltoids, hypodeltoid QMF21497 from

QML757. One deltoid. QMF214%from QML760.

Discussion
The problem of assigning non-anal plates to N.

verrucosumor Lhis new species has been discussed

above as has the hypodeltoid with hydrospire slits

belonging to the new species. One hypodeltoid

(Fig.25C,D) is of the same maximum width as the

isolated hypodeltoid of N. verrucosum
(Fig.23G t H) so the different hypodeltoids may not

be attributed to different growth stages of the same
species. Any isolated plates of Neoschisma that

cannot be definitely referred to one or other of the

species is tentatively referred to this new species.

The description of N. ausirule as given by

Kreimcr & Macurda (1972, p. 32) and Macurda
: 19S3, p. 122) should be applied to this new
Species except as varied in the following. The
fragmentary basals suggest that the BB sides of

the plates diverged strongly adorully to give the

2fS ', Wh

B

FIG: 28, Deltoid indet. A, CPC3071D. x4. 13,

QMF2i553.x3,

theca a strongly flared base. In largeradiaLs, latent J

edges are not always straight; often having a gent-

ly sigmoidal curve over adoral half (Fig.24H). In

C and I> radiais hydtospiic slil.s arc absent in a

zone near to and on the anal interarea side of the

central and ambulaeral notch, This zone was
described by Brcimcr & Macurda (1972) as that

where a "broad convex humped area formed'*. In

specimens available lo us (Fig.24A,C,D) the con-

vexity is at right angles to the hydrospire slits and
parallel to the RD margin with sharp furrow*

crossing the humped area also parallel lo RD
margin (Breimer & Macurda, 1972, pi. 19, flg.4;

Fig.24A). The upper margin of this convex zone

is id contact with a convex face on the hypodeltoid

just adoral to the hydrospire slits. On the interior

side of this convex area on the radial is a shallow
i ive channel that leads across the RD suture

along the deltoid to the anal opening. Lateral to

this convex zone on the radial, the projection of

the radial limb is greatly reduced and in one
specimen the hydrospire field is declined aborally

(Fig.24D). In this same CD interarea position

there appears to be a greater than normal de*

,

ment of secondary calcite in front of the slits and

one specimen (Fig.24D) a shield has grown almost

completely hiding the slits from lateral view
One available deltoid (Fig.250,P) is much

shorter, in interradial direction, than other del-

toids, This specimen has the aboral tip slightly

dowutumed forming a shallow aboral pocket on
the internal surface. It has 8 hydrospire slits on one

FIG. 27. A.F.G, ThuumulMmtus sp. nov. fragments of radial projection lioin KNr-73. A, CFC3Q69&, X3. P.G,

CPC30702, x3 and x 7.x respectively. B-E, J-O. TlmmataMaStW indet. B-E from KNF73; J-0 from ML89.
B, fragment of radial projection showing branched ambulacra! tract. CPC30699. X 3. CD, oral and lateral views

of radial with incomplete projection, CPC307OD, X 3.5 E, radial, CPC3070I, X4, J-M, radiais with incomplete
projections, CPC3070\ 307%, 30707, 30708. respectively, X 23. K3, *3, x4, respectively. N,G, lateral and
oral views of radial wuh incomplete projection and upon which a juvenile mollusc shell (prohably an oyster) haft

attached, CPC30709, x 2.5. 11,1, Thaumatoblastus longiramus Wanner, 1924b, radiais with incomplete pi

tfons but retaining the lanect and side plates. CPC30703, X 4 and CPC30704, X 3.
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side and only 3 or 4 on the other, whereas elongate

deltoids of comparable width may have 15 or 16

slits. The side with only 3 or 4 slits has a long

aboral zone without slits. Whether this is from an

aberrant specimen or there is some other explana-

tion is not known at present. Wehave no epidel-

toid to assign to this species. The two hypodeltoids

appear dissimilar principally because one has a

very high anal collar, subdued comarginal orna-

ment and prominent distal blade-like projection

whereas the other has no raised anal collar,

prominent sharp comarginal ridges and no distal

projection. On the latter specimen the anal collar

and distal projection may have bene removed by

postmortem abrasion. Internally (Fig.25D,H) the

two plates are identical with a ridge across the

plate at the adoral end of the hydrospirc slits. On
the surface of the anal groove, adoral to the

transverse ridge, are low irregularly placed

tubercles. Adorally on the plate are a pair of flat

facets presumably for junction with the epideltoid.

One deltoid retains a lancet on one side (Fig.25J~

L) and one radial retains the short aboral tip of the

lancet in the ambulacral notch (Fig.24G,H). The
DDmargin of the deltoid is straight adorally, then

slightly concave and convex dipping down aboral-

ly. This shape is well illustrated in the assembly

of Breimer & Macurda (1972, pi. 19, fig.l) but the

dorsal half of deltoids should be in contact. In oral

view the lancet corresponds to this shape being

narrow and depressed adorally beneath the abut-

ting deltoids, but wider and flush, with the sides

of the deltoids in the main body area where del-

toids do not touch. In Breimer & Macurda' s ( 1 972,

p.33) description it is not clear which part of the

lancet is being referred to as adoral and which is

aboral; in this work the adoral section is where the

ambulacral groove is supported entirely by the

deltoids, the main body is where the ambulacral

groove is supported by the lancet and adoral sec-

tion is on the radial. The lancet is widest at aboral

end of main body, tapering very slowly adorally it

disappears internally at adoral end of the main

body. Small transverse grooves are evident within

the ambulacral tract but the arrangement of side

plates or even their presence is not confirmed by

available material.

Notoblatus Brown, 1942

Type Species
Notoblastus brevispinus Brown, 1942 from the

Early Permian of New South Wales; by original

designation.

Notoblastus stellaris Breimer &Macurda, 1972

(Fig. 26)

Notoblastus stellaris Breimer & Macurda, 1972:34,

pl.20, fig. l;pl.21, figs 1,2,7,8.

Notoblastus stellaris Breimer & Macurda; Breimer,

1983:132, pl.29, figs 5-7,1 1,12; pl.30, figs 1,2,4-

10,15-17.

Material
Holotype UMMP58683from the type section of the

Callytharra Limestone on the Wooramel River, WA.
NMVP127199 an articulated but weathered specimen

from locality BB929 which is 20.2m above the base of

Section 7 on Ml. Sandiman Station, L9km at 15° from

Mt Sandiman Woolshed, from the collection of Dr G. A.

Thomas, now housed in the Museum of Victoria.

RadiaIsQMF21 506-215 10, 21517, 21518, CPC30965,
30967, deltoids QMF21502-21505, epideltoids

QMF21511-21513, and lancets QMF21514-21516
from QML757.

Discussion
This species was described in detail by Breimer

and Macurda (1972:34) and Macurda (1 983:132);

only where new information is available are com-
ments added here. However, an attempt is made
to illustrate several features and plates not obvious

in earlier papers.

The theca described here is taller than that of

Breimer & Macurda (1972) with the basals ac-

counting for some 25-30% of total height; the

height is 17mmand maximum width 16mmbut

this theca is compressed laterally so the width is

overstated. In life the theca must have been con-

siderably higher than wide.

On the radials, the ambulacral sinus extends

along the radial projection to the point where the

projection turns upwards; in the smaller
specimens this means the sinus does not extend

onto the projection at all but in the largest radial

(Fig.26Y,Z) the sinus extends well out onto the

projection to the point where the upper surface of

the projection is about to turn upwards. There

FIG. 29. Rhopaloblastus cuspidus sp. nov. A-C, lateral, oral oblique and lateral oblique views of holotype theca

QMF21519, A X3; B,C X7. D-F, lateral, oral and posterior oblique views of paratype theca NMVP94182. D
X 3; E,F X4.5. G,H, lateral and oral views of fragment of a lancet with 6 side plates attached QMF21520, X 10.

I, basal circlet of small theca QMF21 52 1 , X 3. J,K, internal and external views of a lancet still in place on a radial

QMF21522, X4and X15.
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FIG. 30. Rhopaloblastus cuspidus sp. nov. A,C, large

basals QMF21523, 21525, X4. D, internal of small

basal QMF21526, X4. E,F, internal and external of

basal QMF21527, X4. B,L,N,0,R-T. radials

QMF21524, 21530, 21532, 21533, 21535-21537, all

X4 except R X 3. G-I, oral, internal and external lateral

views of radial QMF21528, X 3. J T K, oral and lateral

views of fragmentary radial QMF21529. X 5. M, inter-

nal view of fragment of lancet QMF21531, X6. P,Q,

internal and external views of damaged radial

QMF21534, X4.
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FlG.3I.Cidaroidindet.A-C,spinebasesQMF2l54I-2^^

21550, all X 7 except E and I x 6.

appears to be some variation in the shape of radials

through growth but the small sample size and

degree of postmortem deformation make il impos-

sible to identify how much In the CD intenray,

hydrospire slits are reduced to one or two per field

and these situated close to the ambulacrum. In the

smaller radials described here, both in the articu-

lated specimen and as disassociated plates, the

hydrospire fields are not evident in lateral view;

although the individual plates all appear to have

undergone a degree of distortion this is unlikely to

have accounted for the attitude of the hydrospire

In- Ids in every case In large radials

(Fig.26S.U,Y,Z) the hydrospire fields are more

upright and evident in lateral view.

Epideltoid same as a deltoid except that

hydrospire fields are reduced to 1 or 2 slits on each

margin projection at lateral extremes; these

projections were sutured to radials. On inner sides

of these projections are elongate facets that

presumably sutured to the hypodeltoid. In the

centre of the plate was a large circular anal open-

ing. The adorally chevron-shaped ridge of the

deltoid is greatly accentuated. No plate in our

collections may be certainly identified as the

hypodeltoid but its shape is inferred from the

epideltoid and radial that would have bounded it.

The hypodeltoid must have been wide and rhom-

boidal with the adoral cornerexcavated by theanal

opening so that a shape approaching broadly ar-

cuate is possible.

Since isolated lancets and those still in the am-
bulacra of weathered radials (Fig.26S.U) show the

lancet to be elongate rhomboidal in plan view. The
adoral part (i.e. from widest point to adoral tip) is

shorter than aboral part which tapers very gently

and extends to tip of ambulacrum. Laterally on

adoral part arc the slightly protruding faces that

abut the excavation into the sides of the deltoids.

On internal surface is an adoral diamond shaped

area bounded by a distinct ridge and with concave

surface. The aboral tip of the diamond fills the

V-shaped gap in the radial and the aboral exten-

sion with rounded inner surface lies in the am*
bulacral groove on the radial.

Thaumatoblastus Wanner, 1924b

Type Species

Thaumatoblastus toHg\ ramus Wanner. 19 24b
from the Permian of Timor; by original designa-

tion.

Thaumatoblastus longiramus Wanner, J 924b
(Fig.30HJ)

Thaumatoblastus Inngiramus WanncnBreimer &
Macurda, 1972:36, pl.24, iig.2; pl.25, figs 1-8.

pl.28, fig.5.
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Thaumatoblastus kmgiramus Wanner: Macurda,

1983:135. pi. 3 K figs 7-10; pl.32, figs 1-10.

Material
Radial plates CPC30703, 30704 from ML87.

Remarks
One of these radials (Fig.27H) was figured by

Breimer & Macurda (1972, pi. 25, fig.5) and
agrees with the other in size of the side plates

relative to the width of the ambulacrum. These
side plates appear to be the same size and shape as

figured by Wanner (1924b) and their assignment
to the type species is accepted.

Thaumatoblastus sp nov.

(Fig.27A,G)

Material
Radial plates CPC3069S30702 from KNF73 and

QMF30705-30709 from ML89.

Remarks
The two specimens with lancet and side plates

preserved (Fig.27A,F,G) show a greater number
of side plates pcrcentimetre of ambulacrum when
compared with the 2 radials described above as

Thaumatoblastus longi ramus. These two
specimens are considered specifically separate but

because they are so incomplete no new specific

name is introduced,

Thaumatoblastus sp. indet.

(Fig.27B-FJ-G)

Material
Radial plates CPC30699-3G7Q] from KNF73 and

QMF30705-307Q9 from ML8y.

Remarks
Assignment of these radials. that have lost their

lancet and side plates, to either of the species

mentioned above is not possible with the present

Statfc of knowledge. However, it is Likely thai they

belong to one or other of the species occurring in

Western Australia. All those radials figured b\

Breimer & Macurda (1972, pl.24. fig.2; pl.25. fig's

I 4, 6,8; pl.28, fig 5) which do not retain a lancet

or side plates are in the same situation and definite

specific assignment will depend on more detailed

study of this and belter material from Western

Australia and Timor if and when it becomes avail-

able.

Family UNCERTAIN
Deltoid indct

(Fig. 28)

Material
Two plates QMF21553 from QML757 and

CPC307 1 from 20m above base of the type section of

the Callylharra Formation.

Description
These two plates are hexagonal with the six

sides virtually of equal length. Two adjacent sides

have 7 or 8 slits normal to the margin; interpreted

as hydrospire slits. Comarginal growth lines are

evident para]lel to the other sides; a group of 6-9

low rounded tubercles are situated centrally with

the central tubercle highest and most prominent.

Remarks
Although these plates are abraded and only one

is preserved so as to be confident of its features

they are interpreted as the deltoid plates of some
Mastoid because of the hydrospire slits and
general resemblance to the deltoids of Notoblastus

described above. However, die six even sides to

these plates and apparently unspecialised edges
(ie. other than those with slits) are features un-

known among the blastoids. Their identity even as

Mastoid plates, remains a mystery at present but

they are recorded to show the diversity.

Order SPIRACULATAJackel, 1921

Family PENTREMITIDAEd'Orbigny, 1851

Rhopaloblastus Wanner, 1924b

Tvt'E Species

R. timo riots Wanner, 1924b from the Permian
of Timor; by orginal designation.

Diagnosis
.See Breimer & Macurda, 1965: 2 16.

Remarks
Breimer & Macurda (1965) considered

Rhopaloblastus to differ from other genera in the

Peniremilidae by its petaloid ambulacra and ex-

posed cryptodeltoids. The species described

below has exposed cryptodeltoids but ambulacra,

FIG. 32. Mo/iasn-r coleyi sp, nov. A.E. adoral end and oral view of arm fragment (could be part of holotype but

not certain) NMVP127201, X7 and XS, respectively. B-D, F-H. holotype NMVP12720O. B. lateral view of A
I

i 5. CD oral view. *4and X7. F.E.aboral view. x4and X6. G. enlargement of madreporitearea, XlO.
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in the largest available specimen, are not petaloid

but rather elongate, much more in the style of

Calycoblastus. Wehave assigned the species with

the emphasis on the anal deltoid arrangement be-

cause that feature seems generically more consis-

tent through the blastoids. The smaller theca

(Fig.29D,E) exhibits more petaloid ambulacra but

in all other respects this species coincides better

with the type of Calycoblastus than Rhopaloblas-

tus. Calycoblastus was originally protrayed (Wan-
ner, 1924b) as having eight spiracles and an

anispiracle. Brown (1942) credited C. casei from

New South Wales with 10 spiracles. However,
Breimer & Macurda (1965) re-examined the

holotype of the type species arguing from the

weathered surface that it possessed four spiracles

and an anispiracle. This is in accord with the

diagnosis of Rhopaloblastus and with the species

described below but C. casei Brown, 1942 has yet

to be re-examined to verify this feature and deter-

mine whether it should remain in that genus.

Radials of this new species closely resemble
radials ascribed to Rhopaloblastus (?) belfordi

(Crockford &Brown) (Brown,1942: 102) from the

Permian of the Hunter Valley and to Rhopaloblas-

tus} cf. belfordi (McKellar,1969:25) from the

Berserker Beds near Rockhampton. Without
knowledge of the anal deltoids it is impossible to

assign these isolated radials generically; their

elongate ambulacra indicate Calycoblastus but the

similarity to those assigned to Rhopaloblastus

below suggest the earlier assignments may be

correct. It is surprising that no reference was made
to Calycoblastus in discussions of these eastern

Australian radials by either author.

Rhopaloblastus cuspidus sp. nov.

(Figs 29,30)

Etymology
Latin cuspis, point; refers to adoral projection of

radial at centre of ambulacra.

Material
Holotype QMF21519; paratypes articulated

specimens QMF21519, 21521, and NMVP94182,
basals QMF21523, 21525-21527, radials QMF21524,
21528-21530, 21532-21537, and lancets QMF21520,
21522,21531 from QML757.

Description
Calyx tall, with height to width ratio 2, maxi-

mumwidth at aboral extremities of ambulacra
which are 0.3 of height from oral pole; vault

dome-shaped. Pelvis conical, with relatively

broad base (2mm), at least at calical height of

about 20mm. Stem unknown.
Basals three, approximately half pelvic height,

each occupying 120° of circumference, slightly

waisted just above stem attachment, with straight

flaring sides; upper margin concave to chevron-

shaped centrally, descending on both sides. Stem
attachment area terminal, flat to gently concave,

with narrow marginal crenullarium. Radials tall,

occupying about half calical height, with well

developed comarginal growth ridges in each

growth sector, externally convex in both
transverse and vertical section, with broad low

tubercle at origin a short distance below the aboral

end of ambulacral sinus, with a low ridge extend-

ing over that short distance and the ridge waisted

at its midlength. As the ridge widens towards the

ambulacrum it merges with a narrow smooth area

of secondary calcite deposition bordering the am-
bulacral sinus under which growth lines of the RR
sector simply disappear. At the aboral end of the

ambulacral sinus a short broad cusp projects orally

(often broken off on available material but if not

evident, the broken base is evident). Ambulacral

sinus of variable length but usually occupying

about half length of radial (almost all dissociated

radials are broken in the RD sector, making it

impossible to be certain of this proportion but in

some radials the length of the RB sector relative

to its width suggests that the ambulacral sinus may
occupy less than 20%of radial length). Ambulacra
narrow, widening only gently adorally, depressed

beneath outer surface of radial; lateral walls of

ambulacral sinus becoming higher towards RD
front, gently convex, crossed at low angle to

lateral margins by growth ridges that are coarser

than on the exterior, sigmoidal in section with

variable attitude from almost vertical and then the

sigmoidal section only weakly evident to much
lower angle exposing a stronger sigmoidal section

and producing a much wider ambulacral sinus; in

the latter case the groove formed by the sigmoidal

wall of the sinus is closer to the external surface

than the convex roll and the groove does not reach

the aboral end of the sinus. On the floor of the

ridges is a further groove to accommodate the

lancet plate; lancet extremely long, subquadrate in

section, covered by side plates. Side plates each

with single large prominent brachiolar facet and
hydrospire pore abradially between successive

side plates; side plates in contact along radial line

throughout ambulacrum. RD margin variably

transverse to chevron-shaped orally, and either

straight or slightly sigmoidal, overlying part of

deltoid; some isolated radials appear to have
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pointed limbs suggesting the RDmargin could, in

that case, be rather short but articulated specimens

Of that type are unknown. On the radial interior

secondary calcite near the aboral end of the am-
bulacrum has weathered away in some specimens
exposing the hydrospires in groups of 5.

Deltoid with tall triangular aboral part bearing a

median radial crest and prominent transverse

coarse growth ridges that run aborally down the

wall of the ambulacral sinus; oral end expanded

into large deltoid lip around the spiracle opening

winch descends at a low angle beneath the trian-

gular part of the deltoid. Around the spiracle and
extending down the deltoid-ambulacrum bound-
aiy are small upright spiracle cover plates. Anal

deltoid area destroyed by compaction in holotype

but a superdeltoid is evident with low ridged radial

ornament on it in a dislocated situation. On
paratype theca (Fig. 29E,F) the exposed crypt odel-

toids are evident with weathered remnants of the

hypodeltoid also apparent. Oral opening pen-

Remarks
The complete holotype and paratype (Fig 29D-

F) provide most of the critical information on
arrangement of plates in the theca. Id the holotype.

features may not be directly interpreted because

of compaction after death which has apparently

shortened the polar axis and probably increased its

diameter. Most isolated plates available are in-

COftiplefe or crushed but all in all a fairly good idea

if the species is available.

This species is distinguished by its diecai and
ambulacral shapes and has the unique feature of

the cusp in the aboral end of the ambulacral sinus.

The prominent growth lines across the deltoid also

appear to be distinctive.

Class ECH1NOIDEA
Subclass REGULARIALatreille. 1825

Order CIDAROIDA Claus, 1880

Cidaroid indet.

(Fig.31)

Material
Spine bases QMF21541-2 1543 and fragmentary inler-

ambulacral plates QMF21544-2I552 all from the type

section of thcCallylhara Formation (QML761).

REMARKS
Teichert (1951:80) reported that echinoids are

quite unknown in the Permian of Western
Australia and none have been described since

then. In washed samples from the type locality of

the Callytharra Formation fragments of echim ;i.ls

have been found and are reported here to make Lbs

faunal list more comprehensive.

The primary tubercles on these interambulacxal

plates are typically cidaroid with their prominent

boss, platform, and tubercle .The noncrenulatc

tubercles along with the long, solid spines with

longitudinal ridges suggest the Archaeocidaridac

but the Miocidanidae cannot be excluded so
I

ignrnent is not attempted. Although different

stages of weathering could be inducing different

appearances of the plate ornament away from the

tubercles it seems highly likely that at least 2

different types are present. Therefore, the pos-

sibility should be kept in mind that more than one

species is present

ArrJuieocidiins selwyni Etheridge,1892 ffom
the Permian of NSWso die group is known from
Australia but that species had much larger intcr-

ambulacral plates than are available from the

Western Australian sample. Although these

species ace probably closely related useful com-
parison is not possible at present.

Claw STELLAROIDEALamarck, 1801
I .. roily MONASTERIDAESchuchert,

Monaster Liheridgc
J
1892

Type Specie
Palaeaster clarki deKoninck, 1877 from the

Permian of New South Wales; designated
Schuchcrt.19

Monaster colevi sp. nov.

(Rg.32)

Etymology
For the collector Mr J. Coley who was book-

keeper at Wandagce Station for many years.

Material
Holotype NMVP127200and paratope NMVP127201

from ihe Wandagee Beds (hori/.on q-r), on the norlh

bank of die Minilya River in the eastern limb ol the

syncline near Coolkilya Pool Collected by J. Coley

From the collections of C. Teichert deposited in the

University of Melbourne and transferred to the Museum
of Victoria in the early 1980s.

Description

This species is described by comparison with

Monaster wandageensis Kesling, 1969.

Stellate; arms tapering gradually to nearly paral-

lel-sided; widened adorally to produce smooth
curve on the interbrachial margin. Disc with

prominent coronet on aboral surface; RI subrec-
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tangular, smooth, lying over Sm2plates and abut-

ting Srnl plates on adpolar corners. Plating inside

Sml circlet unknown. Interradially and distally

between Sm2plates is a deep cleft. Mlarge, over-

lapping two Sm2and abutting two Rl plates, with

subradial striae.

Oral surface flat, mouth small; Adml and Ax
not clear.

Arms strongly plated. Amb plates small, set

deep in ambulacral groove. Admmwider than

long, with transversely oblique row of 3 or 4 short

stout spines, with obtusely pointed margin on
ambulacral groove, with abradial margin in zone

of tiny plates apparently part of a shagreenate skin

covering the aboral surface and terminating at the

junction between Imm and Admm.
Imm longer than Admm, approximately sub-

quadrate, with obtusely pointed adradial margin,

with series of transverse flutings along abradial

edge. Radials small, subquadrate proximally, be-

coming more rounded distally, not in contact with

each other, in contact with Imm at certain points

only leaving gaps at sutures between Admm. All

covered by finely shagreenate skin with small

plates embedded in it.

Remarks
This species is separated from the closely re-

lated M. wandageensis Kesling,1969 from the

same locality by its nontuberculate Rl, smaller

Sml, interradial clefts between Sm2 plates, and
finely shagreenate aboral skin. It differs from M.
carnarvonensis Kesling, 1969 also from the same
locality, by the subrectangular Rl, larger M, less

tapering arms and finely shagreenate skin. It dif-

fers from the type species in the narrower, and
straighter arms and more numerous arm plates.
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LOCALITY REGISTER

QMLlocalities are in the Callytharra Forma-
tion. Map sheets referred to are in the 1:250 000
Geological Series.

QML757- North side of bladed track from Callytharra

Homestead to Byro Homestead in western most
exposures 1.5km west of type section south of

Wooramel River. 25°52 ,

30"S, 115°29'E
Wooramel Sheet SG50-5, 1966.

QML758- North side of bladed track from Callytharra

Homestead to Byro Homestead as track enters dry

wash tributary to Wooramel River; lowermost
fossiliferous shale and marl capped by limestone

in lower fossiliferous unit in Callytharra Forma-
tion, type section. 25° 52

,

30"S, 115° 30'05"E,
Glen burgh Sheet SG50-6, 1963.

QML759- Second fossiliferous shale and marl capped
by limestone in type section. South side of track

and stratigraphically higher than QML758.
QML760- Third fossiliferous shale and marl capped

by limestone in type section. Immediately south

of and stratigraphically higher than QML759.
QML761 -Fourth and fifth fossiliferous shale and marl

capped by limestone in type section. Immediately
south and stratigraphically higher than QML760.

QML767 - Flats south of low hill approximately 100-

150m northeast of turnoff to Merlinleigh Homes-
tead, 6.5km west northwest of Mt Sandiman
Homestead. 24° 23'S, 1 15° 20'E, Kennedy
Range Sheet SG50-1, 1963.

QML768 - Flats with low limestone exposures 50-

100m east of new road to Moogoorie on both sides

of northeast-southwest fenceline, 24° 18'57"S,
115° 18'40"E, Kennedy Range Sheet SG50-1,
1963.

QML770- 2-3km east of Mundarrie Well in limestones

of west dipping hogbacks north and south of Car-

narvon-Lyndon road; GR292356, Winning Pool -

Minilya Sheet SF50-13, 49-16, 1984.

QML771 - Third massive sandstone above base of

Wandagee Formation, 50-150m north of Minilya
River in east limb of syncline; GR257375, Win-
ning Pool-Minilya Sheet SF50-13, 49-16, 1984.

QML772- Bench in lower slope below cliff 0.5-1.0km
NNWof type section in Cherrabun Member of
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Hardman Formation, Millyit Range; GR767877 BMRloc. ML87 and ML89 - Bulgadoo Shale, lower-

Crossland Sheet SE51-16, 1977. .. ..., . . ,
4 , -„.

r>x/fr>i vxini xt i u u i- /* most iossihierous horizon; campsite east of Mia
BMRloc. KNF73 - Noonkanbah Formation (type sec- r

tion) at Brutens Yard. Mia Homestead. 23° 21'S, 1 14°34'E.


